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Abstract
Silicate melts have served as transport agents in the chemical and thermal evolution of
Earth. Diffusional isotope effect in silicate melts is the key to interpret isotope variations in lots of
𝐷

𝛽

𝑚

geological samples. Isotopic mass dependence of diffusion is commonly expressed as 𝐷 𝑖 = (𝑚𝑗 ) ,
𝑗

𝑖

where 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 are diffusion coefficients of two isotopes whose masses are 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 . However,
how the dimensionless empirical parameter 𝛽 depends on temperature, pressure, and composition
remains poorly constrained. Viscosity and electrical conductivity are two fundamental dynamical
properties of silicate melts needed to constrain melt distribution in Earth’s interior but remain
unclear for most of Earth’s mantle conditions. We presented a partial substitution, pseudo-mass
approach in calculating 𝛽 for major elements (e.g., Mg) in silicate melts based on first-principles
molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations. The calculated 𝛽 for Mg isotopes decreases with
decreasing temperature at zero pressure and decreases with increasing pressure along the
isothermal curve. Based on the potential energy and interatomic forces generated by a deep neural
network trained with ab initio data, we performed deep potential molecular dynamics (DPMD)
simulations to evaluate 𝛽 for Li and He isotopes in silicate melts. Our calculations show that the
𝛽 for Li and He in silicate melts is temperature and composition dependent, and the extent of
temperature dependence of 𝛽 hinges upon melt composition. These calculated 𝛽 values are further
used to discuss isotope fractionation happening in geological events such as crystal growth, bubble
growth, and magma ascending. We also investigated the viscosity and electrical conductivity of
MgSiO3 melt at Earth’s mantle conditions based on the deep-learning potential method. The
pressure dependence of the viscosity of MgSiO3 melt at low pressures (<~6 GPa) gradually
changes from positive to negative with temperature decreasing. The electrical conductivity of
MgSiO3 melt is found to first increase, then decrease with increasing pressure at all temperatures.
v

These results have important implications for zones with seismic velocity anomalies and high
electrical conductivity in Earth’s interior.

vi

Chapter 1. Introduction
Silicate melts have been playing a critical role in the physio-chemical differentiation and
evolution of Earth. During Earth’s accretion, energy from multiple impact events and decay of
radioactive isotopes likely led to a partially or completely molten early Earth (Canup, 2004).
Metal-silicate partitioning during the core-mantle separation of an early magma ocean strongly
affected the chemistry of the bulk silicate Earth. Many geological processes thereafter have been
taking place in various magmatic systems, e.g., crystal and bubble growth from silicate melts,
melt-rock interaction, and magma recharge and mixing. An important geochemical fingerprint left
by these igneous processes is stable isotope composition of elements. At magmatic temperatures,
equilibrium isotope fractionation is expected to be small. By contrast, diffusional isotope
fractionation in minerals and melts is experimentally known to be significant, with the lighter one
diffusing faster than the heavier one.
𝐷

𝛽

𝑚

Isotopic mass dependence of diffusion is commonly expressed as 𝐷 𝑖 = (𝑚𝑗 ) (Richter et
𝑗

𝑖

al., 1999), where 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 are diffusion coefficients of two isotopes whose masses are 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 .
For an ideal monatomic gas, 𝛽 = 0.5, as predicted by kinetic theory of gases (Chapman, 1970).
However, it has been difficult to predict diffusional isotope fractionation factors in melts because
diffusing units interact constantly with their nearest neighbors, making it difficult to identify the
true diffusing species. As a result, the 𝛽 factor based on isotopic mass is expected to be lower than
0.5 and be dependent on variables, such as temperature, pressure, and chemical composition.
𝛽 different from zero allows one to identify whether isotope profiles of zoned minerals (or
melt inclusions and embayments) are caused partially or totally by diffusion. In diffusioncontrolled geochemical processes, the actual value of 𝛽 combined with pre-diffusion isotope
1

composition can reveal how much diffusive exchange has taken place or the amount of an element
that has been lost by diffusion. Modeling the measured isotope profiles can be further used to
constrain the thermal history and as geospeedometers of short-lived magmatic processes. This tool
becomes especially important when pre-diffusion element distribution is not known. However, the
𝛽 factor in silicate melts over relevant pressure-temperature-composition space remains poorly
constrained. Mg and Li isotope systems are widely studied and have geochemical significance for
continental weathering, crust-mantle recycling, and magmatic processes. Mg and Li also represent
an example of major elements and trace elements, respectively. In chapter 2, we performed firstprinciples molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations to investigate 𝛽 for Mg isotopes. In chapter 3,
we conducted deep potential molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations to examine 𝛽 for Li
isotopes. In chapter 4, we further investigated 𝛽 for He isotopes using DPMD simulations under a
concurrent-learning procedure.
In addition to the geochemical significance of the diffusional isotope effect in silicate melts,
two dynamical properties of silicate melts, viscosity and electrical conductivity, have significant
geophysical implications. The viscosity of silicate melts controlled the dynamics of the early
magma ponds or oceans and influenced the following petrologic and geodynamic processes, such
as crystal settling and core-mantle differentiation (Elkins-Tanton, 2012; Solomatova, 2007). The
mobility of magma in the present-day Earth is also governed by melt viscosity, in addition to meltsolid density contrast (Schubert et al., 2001). The electrical conductivity of silicate melts is another
fundamental property needed to interpret the variations of electrical conductivity and explore the
composition and structure of Earth’s interior. However, the viscosity and electrical conductivity
of silicate melts remain unclear at most of Earth’s mantle conditions. In chapter 5, deep potential
molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations are performed to study the viscosity and electrical
2

conductivity of MgSiO3 melt at Earth’s mantle conditions. The two dynamical properties of silicate
melts at high temperatures and pressures are expected to constrain melt distribution and provide
possible explanations for low-velocity zones in Earth’s interior. The sixth chapter ends this
dissertation with an overall conclusion and a discussion on future works.

3

Chapter 2. Diffusional Mg Isotope Fractionation in Silicate Melts1
2.1. Background
Many geological processes have been taking place in diverse magmatic systems, e.g.,
crystal and bubble growth from silicate melts, melt-rock interaction, and magma recharge and
mixing. An important geochemical fingerprint left by these igneous processes is stable isotope
composition of elements. Owing to improved isotope measurement techniques, variations in stable
isotope compositions between minerals and within a mineral can be detected. Both equilibrium
and kinetic effects may fractionate isotopes according to their mass differences. The degree of
equilibrium isotope fractionation generally decreases with increasing temperature, resulting in
smaller fractionation in magmatic systems than at surface temperatures (Bigeleisen and Mayer,
1947; Urey, 1947). Non-equilibrium isotope fractionation processes depend on kinetic isotope
effects and reaction progress. Apparent isotope fractionation can be large even at magmatic
temperatures, e.g., heavy isotope enrichment in residues during evaporation. (e.g., Clayton et al.,
1988; Davis et al., 1990; Knight et al., 2009; Mendybaev et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2009a; Richter
et al., 2002; Richter et al., 2007; Wang, 1994; Zhang et al., 2014). Another process that may lead
to large isotope fractionation at magmatic temperatures is diffusion, including thermal diffusion
(e.g., Dominguez et al., 2011; Fortin et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2009; Lacks et
al., 2012; Richter et al., 2009a; Richter et al., 2014; Richter et al., 2008) and chemical diffusion
(e.g., Chopra et al., 2012; Dauphas et al., 2010; Fortin et al., 2017; Holycross et al., 2018; Richter
et al., 2003; Richter et al., 1999; Richter et al., 2009a; Richter et al., 2009b; Richter et al., 2008;

1

This chapter was previously published as Luo, H., Karki, B.B., Ghosh, D.B., Bao, H., 2020.
First-principles computation of diffusional Mg isotope fractionation in silicate melts. Geochim
Cosmochim Ac 290, 27-40. Reprinted by permission of Elsevier Press.
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Sio et al., 2013; Sio et al., 2018; Teng et al., 2011; Teng et al., 2006; Oeser et al., 2015; Watkins
et al., 2009; Watkins et al., 2011; Watkins et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2018).
Chemical diffusion may cause significant isotope fractionation in both silicate minerals
and melts. A comprehensive review of the theories of isotope separation by diffusion in silicate
minerals was given by Van Orman and Krawczynski (2015). Diffusive separation of isotopes in
silicate melts was found to play important role in three common geochemical processes, magma
mixing (Chopra et al., 2012; Richter et al., 1999), crystal growth (Antonelli et al., 2019; Watson
and Müller, 2009), and bubble growth (Fortin et al., 2017; Watson, 2017). To interpret measured
isotope data and recover thermal evolutions and time scales of these processes, we must first
determine the magnitude of diffusional isotope fractionation and its possible relationships with
temperature, pressure, and composition.
Isotopic mass dependency of diffusion is commonly expressed as (Richter et al., 1999):
𝐷𝑖
𝐷𝑗

𝑚𝑗 𝛽

= (𝑚 ) ,

(2.1)

𝑖

where 𝐷𝑖 and 𝐷𝑗 are diffusion coefficients of two isotopes whose masses are 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 and 𝛽 is a
dimensionless empirical parameter. For an ideal monatomic gas, 𝛽 = 0.5, as predicted by kinetic
theory of gases (Chapman, 1970). However, it has been difficult to predict diffusional isotope
fractionation factors in melts because diffusing units interact constantly with their nearest
neighbors, making it difficult to identify the true diffusing species. As a result, the 𝛽 factor based
on isotopic mass is expected to be lower than 0.5 and be dependent on variables, such as
temperature, pressure, and chemical composition.
Several experiments have been conducted to calibrate mass-dependent diffusivities of
isotopes in silicate melts and the 𝛽 factors for different elements (Li, Mg, S, Cl, Ca, Fe, Ge) were

5

found to range from 0 to 0.22 (Fortin et al., 2017; Fortin et al., 2019; Holycross et al., 2018;
Richter et al., 2003; Richter et al., 1999; Richter et al., 2009b; Richter et al., 2008; Watkins et al.,
2009; Watkins et al., 2011; Watkins et al., 2014). Watkins et al. (2011) confirmed compositional
effects on 𝛽 in albite-anorthite and albite-diopside diffusion couple experiments. Goel et al. (2012)
studied the pressure dependence of 𝛽 by performing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
MgSiO3 melt from 0 to 50 GPa. In comparison, the temperature dependence of 𝛽 has so far not
been resolved in experiments. A possible explanation is that the limited range of temperatures
explored by experiments is insufficient to reveal the variations of 𝛽 due to relatively large
uncertainties associated with isotope measurement and necessary diffusion profile modeling. Firstprinciples molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations have provided reliable atomistic insights into
the structural and dynamical properties of silicate melts over the entire Earth’s mantle conditions
(e.g., Bajgain et al., 2015; Caracas et al., 2019; Ghosh and Karki, 2011; Solomatova and Caracas,
2019; Stixrude and Karki, 2005). It is expected that FPMD results may provide reliable constraints
on diffusional isotope fractionation parameters, including the effects of temperature, pressure, and
composition, as well as those related to atomic mechanisms.
The work of Liu et al. (2018) is so far the only FPMD simulation study on diffusive
separation of isotopes in silicate melts. They simulated MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts at 0 GPa and
obtained a 𝛽 value of 0.272 ± 0.005 for Mg isotopes in MgSiO3 melt at 4000 K, and 𝛽 of 0.184 ±
0.006,0.245 ± 0.007, and 0.257 ± 0.012 for Mg isotopes in Mg2SiO4 melts at 2300, 3000 and
4000 K, respectively. From the experimental side, Richter et al. (2008) reported 𝛽 = 0.050 ±
0.005, in basalt-rhyolite diffusion couple experiments at 1400 ℃ and 1 GPa and Watkins et al.
(2011) obtained a Mg 𝛽 factor of 0.100 ± 0.010 in albite-diopside diffusion couple experiments
at 1450℃ and 8 kbar. Based on classical MD simulations, Goel et al. (2012) calculated a 𝛽 value

6

of 0.135 ± 0.008 for Mg in MgSiO3 melt at 4000 K and 0 GPa. The results from diffusion
experiments and classical MD simulations are all much smaller than those of Liu et al. (2018). Liu
et al. (2018) attributed the discrepancy between experiments and their FPMD simulations to large
temperature and compositional differences and they suggested specifically the disparity between
classical MD and FPMD simulations is due to different methods used in handling interatomic
potentials. All Mg atoms with normal mass were substituted by another set of Mg atoms with same
pseudo mass in their simulations (Liu et al., 2018). This full substitution approach does not
consider the interaction a heavy isotope of a major element is having with its ambient other lighter
isotopes of the major element. Our hypothesis is that the use of the full substitution approach
enlarges the difference in diffusion coefficients of isotopes of interest and results in an
overestimation of the 𝛽 value.
In the present study, we replace the full substitution approach with a partial substitution
approach, as it better corresponds to a realistic scenario. We examined diffusional Mg isotope
fractionation in MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts at 4000, 3000, 2500, and 2200 K around zero pressure,
as well as Mg2SiO4 melts at ~8 and 17 GPa, at 3000 K. Simulations over wide temperature and
pressure ranges allowed us to examine the effects of temperature and pressure on 𝛽 and to probe
into microscopic mechanisms of diffusional isotope effect. The relationship between 𝛽 and
solvent-normalized diffusivities (Di/DSi) was also examined. A diffusion-controlled crystal growth
model (Watson and Müller, 2009) was used to briefly discuss the effects of our calculated 𝛽 on
isotope fractionation between a growing crystal and melt.
2.2. First-principles Molecular Dynamics Method
We used first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) technique within local density
approximation (Ceperley and Alder, 1980) and projector augmented wave method (Blochl, 1994;

7

Kresse and Joubert, 1999) as implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (Kresse
and Furthmüller, 1996). An energy cutoff of 400 eV and the gamma point sampling were used. A
canonical ensemble (NVT) with periodic boundary conditions was adopted using a cubic supercell
consisting of 16 MgSiO3 units (16 Mg, total 80 atoms) and 16 Mg2SiO4 units (32 Mg, total 112
atoms). The initial structure was melted at 8000 K and then quenched down to 6000, 4000, 3000,
2500, and finally to 2200 K. The Mg2SiO4 melt at 3000 K was then compressed to reach two upper
mantle pressures, 8.1 and 17 GPa. Further details of these simulations can be found elsewhere
(Ghosh and Karki, 2011; Karki, 2010).
To simulate diffusion of Mg isotopes, we use pseudo-isotope approach by considering
isotope masses M* = 1, 6, 24, 48, 120 g/mol, as was done in Liu et al. (2018). The interactions
between Mg isotopes were considered by substituting half (8/16 for MgSiO3 and 16/32 for
Mg2SiO4) of the normal Mg (M* = 24) with one type of Mg pseudo-isotopes (e.g., M* = 1) in each
simulation. Two simulations of substituting different fractions (6/32, 24/32) of normal Mg in
Mg2SiO4 melts at 4000 K were also conducted. Two full substitutions (16/16 for MgSiO3 and 32/32
for Mg2SiO4) were tested for comparison with the results of Liu et al. (2018) who used the full
substitution approach. This comparison also allowed us to assess the finite size effect because Liu
et al. (2018) used larger supercells consisting of 32 MgSiO3 units and 32 Mg2SiO4 units. Finite
size effect under half substitution was also checked with 160 atoms (32 MgSiO3 units) in one
simulation at 4000 K. We also explored the influence of the choice of exchange-correlation
functional by conducting two simulations with generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
pseudopotential in MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts at 4000 K. In all our simulations, a time step of 1
femtosecond was used. To achieve an acceptable convergence, we ran simulations of Mg2SiO4 and

8

MgSiO3 melts with durations ranging from 50 to 300 picoseconds, and from 150 to 550
picoseconds, respectively (Table 2.1.).
The self-diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝛼 of species 𝛼 in melts (which represents a pseudo-Mg
isotope in our case) can be derived using the Einstein relation (Einstein, 1956):

𝐷𝛼 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚

⟨|𝑟⃗(𝑡+𝑡0 )−𝑟⃗(𝑡)|2 ⟩𝛼
6𝑡

𝑡→∞

,

(2.2)

where 𝑟⃗(𝑡) denotes the particle trajectories and ⟨… ⟩𝛼 represents average mean square
displacement (MSD) over time and over all atoms of the species 𝛼 from different time origins 𝑡0 .
Each simulation was divided into 4 blocks after removing the last 30% data due to poor statistics
at the end and the standard error (SE) of block-averaged self-diffusion coefficients was calculated.
Confidence intervals on 𝐷𝛼 are reported as ±2SE. Given a trade-off between time limit and
precision of 𝐷𝛼 (Bourg and Sposito., 2007, 2008; Bourg et al., 2010), we approximated the infinite
time limit in Eq. (2.2) by averaging 𝐷𝛼 for the first picosecond after a clear diffusive regime is
reached as discussed in section 3.1. 𝛽 in Eq. (2.1) for Mg isotopes at each temperature can be
derived from the fitted lines in the plot of 𝑙𝑛(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) versus 𝑙𝑛(𝑀𝛼 ⁄𝑀24 ). Confidence intervals
on 𝑙𝑛(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) were calculated by error propagation. The errors of 𝛽 were given by the linear
fitting.
To analyze the effects of local environment on diffusional Mg isotope fractionation, we
examine Mg-O bonding and coordination environments. This requires the calculation of the radial
distribution function between Mg and O atoms:
1

𝑔𝐴𝐵 (𝑟) = 4𝜋𝜌

𝐵𝛾

2

[

𝑑𝑁𝐵 (𝑟)
𝑑𝑟

],

(2.3)

9

where 𝜌𝐵 is the number density of O atoms and 𝑁𝐵 is the number of O atoms within a sphere of
radius of r around a selected atom of type 𝐴 (which is Mg isotope here). The mean Mg-O bond
length is given by a weighted average of all distances covered by the first peak (McQuarrie, 1976):
𝑟𝐴𝐵

𝑟𝐴𝐵 =

∫0 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑔𝐴𝐵 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟
𝑟𝐴𝐵

,

(2.4)

∫0 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝐴𝐵 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟

𝐴𝐵
where 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
is the position of the first minimum after the first peak in the 𝑔𝐴𝐵 (𝑟). Note that the

mean Mg-O bond length is somewhat larger than the position of the first peak due to the asymmetry
of the peak. The mean atomic coordination of Mg with respect to O can be calculated as
𝑟 𝐴𝐵

𝐶𝐴𝐵 = 4𝜋𝜌𝐵 ∫0 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑟 2 𝑔𝐴𝐵 (𝑟)𝑑𝑟,

(2.5)

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 represent Mg isotope and O, respectively, in our case.
2.3. Diffusional Mg Isotope Fractionation
2.3.1. MSD and diffusion coefficients
A typical MSD curve consists of an initial ballistic regime (MSD ~ t2), followed by an
intermediate regime, and finally the diffusive regime (MSD ~ t) from which the diffusion
coefficient is estimated. An example of MSD and corresponding calculated diffusion coefficients
of Mg isotopes using Eq. (2.2) in Mg2SiO4 melt at 4000 K is shown in Figure 2.1. The MSD-time
curves of different pseudo-isotopes are clearly separated from each other (Figure 2.1a. & Figure
2.1c.). The MSD-time curves of 24Mg are also separated from each other in the diffusive regime,
although the differences are much smaller (Figure 2.1b. & Figure 2.1c.). Diffusion coefficients of
Mg isotopes calculated from the corresponding MSD-time curves at all other conditions in
Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts are shown in Figure A.1 and Figure A.2. The residence time of the
diffusing atom(s) in the intermediate regime is sensitive to temperature, pressure, and composition.
10

Figure 2.1. (a and b) Mean square displacement (MSD) of several Mg isotopes (1Mg, 6Mg, 24Mg,
48
Mg, 120Mg) as a function of time in 1Mg24MgSiO4, 6Mg24MgSiO4, 48Mg24MgSiO4, and
120
Mg24MgSiO4 melts (namely, half of 24Mg atoms are substituted) at 4000 K and zero pressure
(±1 GPa). MSD curves of 24Mg are expressed by dashed lines of the same color as their
corresponding pseudo-isotopes in simulations. The ballistic regime (MSD ~ t2) and diffusive
regime (MSD ~ t) are also shown. (c) Diffusion coefficients of Mg isotopes (1Mg, 6Mg, 24Mg,
48
Mg, 120Mg) calculated from the corresponding MSD curves in (a and b).
Longer simulations are required to obtain converged diffusion coefficients at decreased
temperatures or increased pressures. Owing to a comparatively lower proportion of Si with respect
to Mg, the diffusive regime is reached faster in Mg2SiO4 melts than in MgSiO3 melts, which
becomes more evident at lower temperatures.

11

2.3.2. Dependence of 𝜷 on the substitution ratio, finite size, and exchange-correlation
functional
The plots of 𝑙𝑛(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) versus 𝑙𝑛(𝑀𝛼 ⁄𝑀24 ) in Mg2SiO4 melts with different ratios of
Mg atoms substituted at 4000 K around zero pressure are shown in Figure 2.2a. Calculated 𝛽

Figure 2.2. (a) 𝑙𝑛(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) as a function of 𝑙𝑛(𝑀𝛼 ⁄𝑀24 ) in Mg2SiO4 melts with different
fractions of 24Mg atoms substituted by pseudo-isotopes (1Mg, 6Mg, 48Mg, 120Mg) at 4000 K and 0
GPa (±1 GPa). ‘6sub’ represents that 6 out of 32 24Mg atoms were substituted. ‘32sub’ represents
that all 24Mg atoms were substituted. 𝑀𝛼 represents the pseudo-mass of Mg isotopes (1, 6, 24, 48
and 120 g/mol), and 𝐷𝛼 is the corresponding diffusion coefficient. The 𝛽 values calculated from
linear fitting are 0.158 ± 0.019 for ‘6sub’, 0.154 ± 0.004 for ‘16sub’, 0.157 ± 0.020 for
‘24sub’, and 0.272 ± 0.004 for ‘32sub’. (b) 𝑙𝑛(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) as a function of 𝑙𝑛(𝑀𝛼 ⁄𝑀24 ) in MgSiO3
melts at 4000 K and 0 GPa (±1 GPa). ‘8sub_80’ represents that 8 out of 16 24Mg atoms were
substituted. ‘16sub_80’ represents that all 24Mg atoms were substituted. ‘16sub_160’ represents
the results of simulations doubled in system size (32MgSiO3 units, total 160 atoms) with half
(16/32) of 24Mg atoms substituted. The calculated 𝛽 values are 0.158 ± 0.009 for ‘8sub_80’,
0.253 ± 0.005 for ‘16sub_80’, and 0.151 ± 0.008 for ‘16sub_160’.
values from linear regression lines are 0.158 ± 0.019 for ‘6sub’ (6 out of 32

24

Mg atoms

substituted), 0.154 ± 0.004 for ‘16sub’ (half substitution), 0.157 ± 0.020 for ‘24sub’ (24 out of
32

24

Mg atoms substituted), and 0.272 ± 0.004 for ‘32sub’ (full substitution). No significant

difference is found between partial substitution groups. However, the 𝛽 for Mg isotopes of full
substitution (32sub) is much larger than the three 𝛽 values under partial substitutions. The
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overestimation of 𝛽 under full substitution is also seen in MgSiO3 melts. As shown in Figure 2.2b,
calculated 𝛽 values are 0.158 ± 0.009 for ‘8sub_80’ (half substitution) and 0.253 ± 0.005 for
‘16sub_80’ (full substitution). The two 𝛽 values under full substitution are comparable to the
results of Liu et al. (2018) in which doubled-size supercells were used, suggesting that finite size
effect on 𝛽 may be negligible when compared with 80 and 112 atom simulation cells. The 𝛽
calculated in the doubled-size supercell (32MgSiO3 units, total 160 atoms) with half (16/32) of
24

Mg atoms substituted is 0.151 ± 0.008 (Figure 2.2b.), indicating that the finite size effect on 𝛽

is insignificant within uncertainty as well. The 𝛽 derived using GGA-PBE functional are 0.177 ±
0.008 and 0.173 ± 0.010 for Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts at 4000 K (Figure A.3.), respectively,
suggesting the choice of exchange-correlation functional has a small systematic effect on the value
of 𝛽.
2.3.3. Temperature dependence of Mg pseudo-isotope diffusivities
The calculated diffusion coefficients of Mg pseudo-isotopes in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts
around zero pressure at 2200, 2500, 3000, and 4000 K are given in Table 2.1. The diffusivities of
Mg pseudo-isotopes display a positive correlation with temperature and a negative correlation with
mass (Figure 2.3a. & 2.3c.). Meanwhile, the diffusivities of 24Mg display a negative correlation
with the mass of the other Mg pseudo-isotope (Figure 2.3b. & 2.3d.). The linear trends in the
logarithmic plot can be described by the Arrhenius relation:
−𝐸

𝐷𝛼 = 𝐷0𝛼 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [ 𝑅𝑇𝛼 ],

(2.6)

where R is the gas constant, 𝛼 represents Mg isotope, and the fit parameters are given in Table 2.2.
For 1Mg, 6Mg,

48

Mg, and

120

Mg, the predicted pre-exponential factor ( 𝐷0𝛼 ) decreases with

increasing Mg isotopic mass. The predicted activation energies (𝐸𝛼 ) do not show any definite trend
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Table 2.1. Diffusivities of Mg isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ), Si and O, Mg-O bond length, coordination
number, and bond break rate in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts at different temperatures around zero
pressure (±1 GPa) under half substitution of 24Mg. Noted that Mg-O bond break rate is based on
24
Mg data. Diffusivity data with other substitution ratios is reported in Table A.1.

Mg2SiO4

MgSiO3

𝑍Mg-O

0.94 ± 0.02

𝑑Mg-O
(Å)
2.124

4.96

1⁄𝜏Mg-O
(ps-1)
2.49

0.74 ± 0.06

0.89 ± 0.04

2.125

4.99

2.48

2.57 ± 0.14

0.55 ± 0.02

0.78 ± 0.01

2.122

4.96

2.48

2.17 ± 0.11

0.50 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

2.125

4.99

2.48

7.82 ± 0.49

5.74 ± 0.07

1.39 ± 0.09

1.72 ± 0.05

2.127

4.84

2.79

6

5.99 ± 0.28

4.86 ± 0.17

1.16 ± 0.03

1.46 ± 0.02

2.126

4.83

2.76

48

3.94 ± 0.30

4.35 ± 0.56

1.06 ± 0.08

1.54 ± 0.02

2.126

4.84

2.80

3.23 ± 0.09

3.97 ± 0.22

1.00 ± 0.03

1.31 ± 0.00

2.127

4.87

2.78

15.7 ± 0.9

11.6 ± 1.0

3.34 ± 0.18

4.77 ± 0.06

2.131

4.71

3.29

12.0 ± 0.2

10.3 ± 0.6

3.10 ± 0.28

4.58 ± 0.08

2.132

4.65

3.28

7.76 ± 0.28

8.75 ± 0.29

2.78 ± 0.04

4.00 ± 0.08

2.135

4.71

3.28

6.32 ± 0.39

8.52 ± 0.74

2.45 ± 0.13

3.42 ± 0.17

2.138

4.76

3.34

1

43.0 ± 1.4

25.8 ± 0.6

12.2 ± 0.4

17.1 ± 0.6

2.140

4.45

4.19

50

6

30.5 ± 2.9

24.8 ± 2.3

10.6 ± 1.2

15.7 ± 0.3

2.153

4.51

4.12

50

48

19.7 ± 0.6

21.5 ± 2.6

9.75 ± 0.75

13.7 ± 1.3

2.148

4.52

4.11

4000

50

120

15.9 ± 0.9

20.1 ± 0.7

9.85 ± 0.92

13.7 ± 0.2

2.140

4.45

4.15

2200

550

1

3.53 ± 1.03

2.59 ± 0.27

0.36 ± 0.01

0.47 ± 0.01

2.110

4.74

2.47

2200

550

6

2.55 ± 0.24

2.04 ± 0.05

0.25 ± 0.03

0.33 ± 0.01

2.111

4.82

2.44

2200

550

48

1.54 ± 0.25

1.81 ± 0.06

0.24 ± 0.01

0.33 ± 0.01

2.111

4.79

2.50

𝐷𝛼
(10-9m2/s)
4.42 ± 0.06

D24Mg
(10-9m2/s)

DSi
(10-9m2/s)

300

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
1

3.26 ± 0.14

0.68 ± 0.04

2200

300

6

3.39 ± 0.16

2.89 ± 0.19

2200

300

48

2.31 ± 0.09

2200

300

120

1.82 ± 0.12

2500

250

1

2500

250

2500

250

2500

250

120

3000

100

1

3000

100

6

3000

100

48

3000

100

120

4000

50

4000
4000

T
(K)

Time
(ps)

2200

DO
(10-9m2/s)

2200

550

120

1.15 ± 0.11

1.52 ± 0.13

0.17 ± 0.01

0.25 ± 0.01

2.115

4.85

2.49

2500

450

1

5.30 ± 0.35

3.97 ± 0.25

0.60 ± 0.01

0.81 ± 0.05

2.123

4.81

2.88

2500

450

6

4.69 ± 0.10

4.08 ± 0.05

0.70 ± 0.05

0.99 ± 0.01

2.120

4.74

2.82

2500

450

48

3.39 ± 0.33

3.82 ± 0.48

0.57 ± 0.04

0.76 ± 0.03

2.121

4.78

2.82

2500

450

120

2.60 ± 0.22

3.36 ± 0.24

0.56 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.01

2.115

4.70

2.83

3000

300

1

14.3 ± 0.8

9.45 ± 1.07

2.50 ± 0.13

3.21 ± 0.03

2.128

4.64

3.33

3000

300

6

10.5 ± 2.5

8.97 ± 0.34

2.01 ± 0.10

2.84 ± 0.10

2.128

4.64

3.36

3000

300

48

6.72 ± 0.62

7.54 ± 0.51

1.74 ± 0.12

2.27 ± 0.10

2.128

4.65

3.28

3000

300

120

5.49 ± 0.09

7.74 ± 0.39

1.73 ± 0.12

2.22 ± 0.10

2.125

4.65

3.34

4000

150

1

41.1 ± 2.6

25.0 ± 2.9

10.5 ± 0.3

13.9 ± 0.5

2.143

4.47

4.28

4000

150

6

28.6 ± 1.9

23.4 ± 2.2

9.90 ± 0.81

12.8 ± 0.2

2.136

4.40

4.30

4000

150

48

18.7 ± 3.7

22.0 ± 1.9

9.63 ± 0.55

12.3 ± 1.0

2.142

4.46

4.25

4000

150

120

15.8 ± 0.5

20.1 ± 1.1

8.63 ± 0.30

10.9 ± 0.4

2.143

4.47

4.27
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with mass and remain around 88 and 100 kJ/mol for Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts, respectively.
These results are comparable to previous first-principles computations (Karki, 2010; Ghosh and
Karki, 2011).
Table 2.2. Arrhenius fit parameters for the temperature variations of the diffusivities of different
Mg isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ) in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts around zero pressure (±1 GPa) under
half substitution of 24Mg.

Mg2SiO4

MgSiO3

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
1

𝐷0𝛼
(10-9m2/s)
664 ± 77

𝐸𝛼
(kJ/mol)
92.2 ± 2.6

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
24

𝐷0𝛼
(10-9m2/s)
329 ± 19

𝐸𝛼
(kJ/mol)
84.2 ± 1.3

6

440 ± 21

89.2 ± 1.1

24

349 ± 25

88.1 ± 1.6

48

263 ± 21

87.1 ± 1.8

24

287 ± 18

86.6 ± 1.4

120

220 ± 12

87.8 ± 1.3

24

313 ± 22

90.7 ± 1.6

1

872 ± 290

102.8 ± 7.5

24

413 ± 99

94.3 ± 5.4

6

551 ± 27

98.7 ± 1.1

24

463 ± 29

98.8 ± 1.4

48

376 ± 65

99.6 ± 3.9

24

435 ± 67

99.8 ± 3.5

120

376 ± 59

105.0 ± 3.6

24

483 ± 84

104.3 ± 3.9

2.3.4. Pressure dependence of Mg pseudo-isotope diffusivities
The calculated pressure profiles of diffusional Mg isotope fractionation in Mg2SiO4 melts
depict compression-induced suppression of diffusivities (Table 2.3.). The lighter Mg-isotopes
display relatively higher diffusion rates than those of the heavier ones at all pressures. Meanwhile,
the diffusivities of

24

Mg display a negative correlation with the mass of the other Mg pseudo-

isotopes.
2.3.5. Temperature, pressure, and composition dependence of 𝜷
In addition to the calculated set of 𝛽 values based on Eq. (2.1) for Mg isotopes in Mg2SiO4
and MgSiO3 melts at each temperature using the direct FPMD diffusivity results, we can also
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extract the diffusion coefficients of Mg isotopes according to the fitted Arrhenius relation (Table
2.2.) and then derive another set of 𝛽 values. We report the fitted results in the plots of 𝛽 vs. 1/T

Figure 2.3. (a-d) Diffusion coefficients of several Mg isotopes (1Mg, 6Mg, 24Mg, 48Mg, 120Mg) as
a function of temperature in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts with half of 24Mg substituted around zero
pressure (±1 GPa). Diffusion coefficients of 24Mg are expressed by the same solid circles as their
corresponding pseudo-isotopes in simulations.
(Figure 2.4a.). The calculated 𝛽 values from the direct FPMD data and from Arrhenius relation
display a same linear correlation with 1/T for MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts, respectively, i.e.
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Table 2.3. Diffusivities of Mg isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ), Si and O, Mg-O bond length, coordination
number, and bond break rate in Mg2SiO4 melts at 3000 K under 8.1 and 17 GPa with half of 24Mg
substituted. Noted that the results at 0 GPa are given in Table 2.1.

Mg2SiO4

𝑍Mg-O

4.27 ± 0.12

𝑑Mg-O
(Å)
2.139

5.65

1⁄𝜏Mg-O
(ps-1)
3.44

3.65 ± 0.07

2.139

5.72

3.49

1.93 ± 0.05

3.30 ± 0.09

2.138

5.65

3.47

1.77 ± 0.07

2.97 ± 0.08

2.139

5.73

3.46

4.37 ± 0.11

2.02 ± 0.09

3.32 ± 0.09

2.129

6.17

3.40

4.03 ± 0.29

1.72 ± 0.08

2.98 ± 0.05

2.130

6.27

3.44

2.98 ± 0.16

3.07 ± 0.27

1.47 ± 0.06

2.70 ± 0.05

2.123

6.19

3.42

2.59 ± 0.34

2.68 ± 0.06

1.23 ± 0.05

2.45 ± 0.01

2.122

6.09

3.42

P
(GPa)
8.1

Time
(ps)
150

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
1

𝐷𝛼
(10 m2/s)
8.57 ± 0.82

D24Mg
(10-9m2/s)

DSi
(10-9m2/s)

DO
(10-9m2/s)

6.46 ± 0.32

2.52 ± 0.19

8.1

150

6

6.51 ± 0.40

6.13 ± 0.61

2.17 ± 0.09

8.1

150

48

4.91 ± 0.13

5.68 ± 0.21

8.1

150

120

4.11 ± 0.17

4.94 ± 0.63

17.0

150

1

5.60 ± 0.59

17.0

150

6

4.36 ± 0.44

17.0

150

48

17.0

150

120

-9

Mg2SiO4:
𝛽 = (0.210 ± 0.013) − (0.024 ± 0.004) × 104 ⁄𝑇(2200 K < T < 4000 K, 0 GPa).

(2.7)

MgSiO3:
𝛽 = (0.203 ± 0.034) − (0.018 ± 0.009) × 104 ⁄𝑇(2200 K < T < 4000 K, 0 GPa),

(2.8)

The errors of intercept and slope are given by the linear fitting of direct FPMD data.
The 𝛽 values in Mg2SiO4 melts at 3000 K under upper mantle pressures are calculated
using the direct FPMD diffusivity results. As shown in Figure 2.4b, the calculated 𝛽 show a near
linear negative correlation with pressure, i.e.
Mg2SiO4:
𝛽 = (0.131 ± 0.002) − (0.004 ± 0.000)𝑃 (0 GPa < P < 17 GPa, 3000 K).
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(2.9)

Figure 2.4. (a) Correlation of 𝛽 with the inverse of temperature (1/T) calculated based on original
(direct FPMD) diffusivity data and recalculated diffusivity data by Arrhenius model. Noted that
original diffusivity data and recalculated diffusivity data give the same linear fitting results. (b)
Correlation of 𝛽 with pressure with the red line being a linear fit.
2.4. Mechanism and Crystal Growth Model
2.4.1. Comparison with previous studies
Based on FPMD simulations, Liu et al. (2018) calculated 𝛽 for Mg isotopes in Mg2SiO4
and MgSiO3 melts around zero pressure. Their 4000 K results for Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts are,
respectively, 0.257 ±0.012 and 0.272 ± 0.005, which are consistent with our FPMD values of
0.272 ± 0.004 in Mg2SiO4 melt and 0.253 ± 0.005 in MgSiO3 melt (Figure 2.2.) around zero
pressure under full substitution. However, these 𝛽 values under full substitution are much larger
than the results of partial substitution under which the interaction between Mg isotopes was
considered. The reason why a full substitution approach leads to the overestimation of 𝛽 can be
qualitatively explained by a simplified example as shown in Figure 2.5. Compared to the two
separate systems with pure 24Mg and pure 26Mg, respectively (Figure 2.5a.), mixing of the two Mg
isotopes results in the decrease of diffusivity in

24

Mg and the increase of diffusivity in

26

Mg,

shrinking the difference between their diffusivities (Figure 2.5b. & Figure 2.5c.). It is because the
18

mobility of one Mg ion is influenced by other ambient Mg ions even though they do not bond with
each other directly. Furthermore, we found out that the fractions of substitution do not significantly
change the 𝛽 because a larger fraction of 26Mg results in the decrease of diffusivities in both 24Mg
and 26Mg (Figure 2.5c.). In terms of diffusion experiments of isotopes, the difference between full
substitution and partial substitution shown here implies that 𝛽 for major elements will be overestimated if it is derived from two separate diffusion experiments with pure light isotopes and pure
heavy isotopes, respectively, although no one has yet done such experiments to calibrate 𝛽 for
major elements.
Previous experiments reported a 𝛽 𝑜𝑓 0.050 ± 0.005 in basalt-rhyolite melts at 1400 ℃
(Richter et al., 2008) and a 𝛽 𝑜𝑓 0.100 ± 0.010 in albite-diopside melts at 1450℃ (Watkins et al.,
2011). Assuming the temperature dependence of 𝛽 predicted in the present study is also valid at
lower temperatures, our calculated 𝛽 in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts are 0.067 and 0.095,
respectively, at 1400℃, and 0.071 and 0.099, respectively, at 1450℃. These results are in broad
agreement with experimental data. The most likely explanation of the remaining discrepancies in
𝛽 values is chemical composition effect (Watkins et al., 2011). Our FPMD results also show that
the 𝛽 decreases nearly linearly with pressure increasing from 0 to 17 GPa in Mg2SiO4 melt at 3000
K. The negative correlation between 𝛽 and pressure was also predicted by a classical MD
simulation study (Goel et al., 2012). Their results for Mg isotopes in MgSiO3 melts at 4000 K are
0.135 ± 0.008, 0.092 ± 0.006, and 0.084 ± 0.016 at 0, 25, and 50 GPa, respectively. Their 𝛽
value at 4000 K and 0 GPa is only slightly smaller than our calculated 𝛽 of 0.158 ± 0.009 in
MgSiO3 melt (Figure 2.2.), but the 𝛽-P behavior shows a somewhat different trend compared to
our results. In addition to the composition effect between Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts, a possible
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Figure 2.5. A simplified example showing the qualitative changes of diffusivities of Mg isotopes
at different substitution fractions. (a) full substitution; (b) substituting one 24Mg with 26Mg. (c)
Only one 24Mg is not substituted.
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explanation is that, unlike classical MD simulations that use empirical potentials, our FPMD
method handles interactive forces quantum mechanically.
2.4.2. Correlation between 𝜷 and solvent-normalized diffusivity
As water molecules play the role of solvent in aqueous solutions, the (𝑆𝑖, 𝐴𝑙)𝑂44−
tetrahedral units are usually regarded as the solvent ion in silicate melts. Previous experiments and
classical MD simulations of silicate melts and aqueous solutions showed that the magnitude of
diffusive separation of isotopes (𝛽) has a broadly positive correlation with solvent-normalized
diffusivity (Dsolute/Dsolvent) (Watkins et al., 2011; Watkins et al., 2017). This implies that, the easier
the cation can decouple from the motion of liquid matrix, the larger isotope fractionation by
diffusion can be. At same temperatures, we observed a similar positive correlation between 𝛽 for
Mg isotopes and DMg/DSi (Figure 2.6a.). However, with temperature decreasing, 𝛽 decreases with
increasing DMg/DSi in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts, respectively (Figure 2.6a.). To clarify, we used
𝛽 values calculated from recalculated diffusivity data by Arrhenius model in all figures in the
DISCUSSION part. The observed opposite relationship between 𝛽 and DMg/DSi can be explained
if DMg/DSi cannot fully represent the extent of coupling between diffusing Mg and the motion of
melt matrix. Although DMg/DSi is higher at lower temperatures, DMg itself is smaller, which means
that it takes Mg atoms longer time to hop from site to site. The previously observed positive
correlation between 𝛽 and Di/DSi (Figure 2.6b.) is probably due to similar temperatures (~13501500 ℃) used in experiments except for element Li in Holycross et al. (2018). In conclusion, this
positive correlation is applicable only at a constant or narrowly defined temperature range.
2.4.3. Atomic mechanism of 𝜷
Although Di/DSi is not a good indicator of 𝛽 over a wide temperature range, the basic idea
that the extent of coupling between diffusing ions and melt matrix determines the 𝛽 may still hold.
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Figure 2.6. Relationship of 𝛽 with (a) DMg/DSi in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts at 4000, 3000, 2500,
and 2000 K around zero pressure (±1 GPa), as well as Mg2SiO4 melts at 3000 K under 8.1 and 17
GPa, and (b) Di/DSi in silicate melts. Experimental data are from Richter et al. (2003, 2008, 2009b),
Watkins et al. (2011), and Holycross et al. (2018).
Here we examine the effects of structural and dynamical properties on 𝛽. The influence of melt
structure on diffusive separation of Mg isotopes can be assessed by examining the correlations of
𝛽 with Mg-O bond length, Mg-O coordination number, and force constant of Mg. Force constants
of Mg were calculated by extracting 20 snapshots of respective FPMD simulations at least 2 ps
apart and using finite displacement scheme by fixing all atoms except the Mg of interest whose
position was optimized. Force constants of Mg for the 16 sites in MgSiO3 snapshots and 32 sites
in Mg2SiO4 snapshots were averaged, respectively. Mg-O bond break rates (the inverse of bond
lifetime) were computed to investigate the effect of dynamical properties on 𝛽.
As shown in Figure 2.7, if we only consider temperature variations of 𝛽 in Mg2SiO4 and
MgSiO3 melts, respectively, 𝛽 positively correlates with Mg-O bond length (Figure 2.7a.), and
negatively correlates with Mg-O coordination number (Figure 2.7b.), and negatively correlates
with force constant of Mg (Figure 2.7c.), and positively correlates with Mg-O bond break rate
(Figure 2.7d.). All the four correlations imply that the stronger Mg couples with melt matrix, the
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smaller diffusional Mg isotope fractionation will be. However, it is questionable whether some of
the four correlations are pseudo or indirect. In considering pressure variations of 𝛽 in Mg2SiO4
melts, we can clearly see that Mg-O bond length and bond break rate fail to show the positive
correlations with 𝛽. In Figure 2.7a, Mg-O bond length in Mg2SiO4 melts at 3000 K increases from
2.134 ± 0.003 Å at 0 GPa to 2.138 ± 0.001 Å at 8.1 GPa, but the corresponding 𝛽 decreases
from 0.130 ± 0.006 to 0.099 ± 0.011. A similar anomalous trend is also seen in the plot of 𝛽 vs.
Mg-O bond break rate (Figure 2.7d.), revealing that the negative correlation of 𝛽 with residence
times of water molecules found in aqueous solutions (Bourg and Sposito., 2007, 2008; Bourg et
al., 2010) is not applicable to the case of melts at elevated pressures. Instead, the correlation of 𝛽
with force constant of Mg remains broadly consistent. It is worth noting that although the
characteristics such as, bond length, coordination number, and bond breaking rate are statistically
very reliable, they depend on the choice of the cutoff distance used in calculating them. On the
contrary, calculation of force constant in quantum mechanical simulations involves optimization
at the electronic level and is thus robust. We therefore stress that the force constant could be the
intrinsic factor determining diffusional isotope fractionation, especially in considering temperature
and pressure variations of 𝛽 at the same time. More extensive FPMD simulations and explorations
of theoretical basis of 𝛽 may help to confirm the correlation.
2.4.4. Geological implications
Three common geochemical processes associated with isotope fractionation by chemical
diffusion in silicate melts are crystal growth, bubble growth, and magma mixing. Using our
computational results, we can estimate Mg isotope composition of a rapidly growing crystal from
magma based on a diffusion-controlled crystal growth model (Watson and Müller, 2009). Bubble
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growth is not considered because Mg is not a volatile element. Discussion on isotope fractionation
by chemical

Figure 2.7. Correlations of 𝛽 with (a) Mg-O bond length, and (b) Mg-O coordination number, and
(c) force constant of Mg, and (d) the inverse of average Mg-O bond lifetimes in Mg2SiO4 and
MgSiO3 melts at 4000, 3000, 2500, and 2000 K around zero pressure, as well as Mg2SiO4 melts at
3000 K under 8.1 and 17 GPa.
diffusion during magma mixing can be found in several previous studies (Chopra et al., 2012; Geol
et al., 2012; Richter et al., 1999; Richter et al., 2003). Watson and Müller. (2009) proposed that
non-equilibrium isotope fractionation could be significant during rapid crystal growth, which was
confirmed by the observation of large kinetic Ca isotope fractionation (>2‰) in experimental and
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natural samples of plagioclase phenocrysts during magmatic plagioclase crystallization (Antonelli
et al., 2019). Geol et al. (2012) briefly discussed Mg isotope fractionation during crystallization of

Figure 2.8. 𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔 in an olivine phenocryst as a function of its growth rate. Diffusivities of normal
Mg, 𝐷𝑀𝑔 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−7.92 − 26222⁄𝑇) (1543𝐾 < 𝑇 < 1753𝐾), are taken from experiments of
olivine dissolution in basaltic melt (Zhang et al., 2010). The boundary layer thickness is assumed
to be 100 µm. The olivine/melt partition coefficients for Mg are taken from 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾 = 3740⁄𝑇 −
1.87(1423𝐾 < 𝑇 < 1573𝐾) (Roeder & Emslie, 1970). Necessary extrapolations of our
calculated 𝛽 and experimental data for 𝐷𝑀𝑔 and 𝐾 are used. The two solid lines are based on the
extrapolated 𝛽 using Eq. (2.7). The two dotted lines are based on the calculated 𝛽 at 4000 K. The
lines of same color represent same temperature.
olivine based on their calculated 𝛽 in MgSiO3 melt at 4000 K. Assuming equilibrium isotope
fractionation is negligible and the boundary-layer thickness is small compared to crystal radius, an
approximate solution of the steady-state 𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔 fractionation between olivine and crystal is
(Watson and Müller, 2009):
𝐷

𝑅×𝐵𝐿

𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔 = 1000 (1 − 𝐷26 ) (
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𝐷26

) (1 − 𝐾),

(2.10)

where 𝐷26 and 𝐷24 are the diffusivities of 26Mg and 24Mg in the melt, respectively, 𝑅 is the olivine
growth rate (m/s), 𝐵𝐿 is the boundary layer thickness (m), and 𝐾 is the equilibrium partition
coefficient of Mg in the olivine vs. the melt.
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We calculated the 𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔 using extrapolated 𝛽 based on Eq. (2.7) at 1500 and 1400 K.
One of our goals was to check the effects of the temperature dependence of 𝛽 on the 𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔. It is
shown (Figure 2.8.) that the 𝛿 26 𝑀𝑔 of olivine becomes more negative with decreasing temperature
at any given olivine growth rate mainly due to 𝑅 ⁄𝐷 value increases with decreasing temperatures.
In contrast, ignoring the temperature dependence of 𝛽, i.e. using 𝛽 calculated at 4000 K, would
have resulted in a significant overestimation of the isotope fractionation between olivine and melt
at 1500 and 1400 K. It is worth noting that Mg-Fe inter-diffusion during olivine growth also
fractionates Mg isotopes, but in an opposite way. Newest single olivine crystal diffusion couple
experiments estimated 𝛽𝑀𝑔 = 0.09 ± 0.05 without a resolvable temperature dependence at 1200,
1300, and 1400 ℃ (Sio et al., 2018). Possible similarities or differences between diffusive
separation of isotopes in melts (or glasses) and in high-temperature crystals remain to be
determined. In addition, we noticed that the calculated 𝛽 in Mg2SiO4 melts decreases at a rate of
about 0.004 per GPa at 3000 K, resulting from the stronger coupling between the mobility of Mg
and the silicate melt network (Figure 2.6a.) and from the increasing force constants of Mg as
pressure increases (Figure 2.7c.). Although the temperature (3000 K) we considered here do not
readily apply for the natural silicate melts that may exist at shallower depths of the present-day
Earth, a basic idea we can obtain is that the pressure dependence of 𝛽 is insiginificant in the
Earth’s crust but may become a concern once the pressure difference reaches several GPa.
2.5. Summary
We presented a partial substitution, pseudo-mass approach in calculating 𝛽 for major
elements in silicate melts based on FPMD simulations. The discrepancy between calculated 𝛽 for
Mg in previous FPMD simulations and in classical MD simulations or from experimental results
is resolved after considering the interaction between Mg isotopes in melts. As long as the
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interaction between isotopes of the major element is considered by simultaneously putting pseudomass and normal-mass atoms in each simulation box, the specific substitution ratios yield no
significant change. Our calculated 𝛽 values for Mg in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts around zero
pressure decrease with decreasing temperature. The 𝛽 in Mg2SiO4 melts at 3000 K decreases with
increasing pressure. A negative correlation between the calculated 𝛽 and solvent-normalized
diffusivity (DMg/DSi) from 4000 to 2200 K suggest that the previously proposed empirical positive
correlation between 𝛽 and solvent-normalized diffusivity only applies to data at a constant
temperature. Among the four structural and dynamical properties of Mg, i.e., Mg-O bond length,
Mg-O coordination number, force constant of Mg, and Mg-O bond break rate, force constant of
Mg is found to be most consistent with the variations of 𝛽.
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Chapter 3. Diffusional Li Isotope Fractionation in Silicate Melts2
3.1. Background
Lithium has two stable isotopes, 7Li (92.4%) and 6Li (7.6%). A wide range of equilibrium
and kinetic Li isotope fractionation has been reported among Earth materials because of the large
mass difference (~17%) between 7Li and 6Li. As such, Li isotope composition has become a
powerful geochemical tool for studying continental weathering, crust-mantle recycling, and
magmatic processes (Penniston-Dorland et al., 2017; Tomascak et al., 2016). At magmatic
temperatures, equilibrium Li isotope fractionation is expected to be small (Bigeleisen and Mayer,
1947; Tomascak et al., 1999; Urey, 1947). By contrast, diffusive Li isotope fractionation in
minerals and melts is experimentally known to be significant, with 6Li diffusing faster than 7Li
(Dohmen et al., 2010; Holycross et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2014; Richter et
al., 2003). Lithium as an element diffuses much faster than other elements (except He and H) in
minerals and melts because of Li’s +1-valence state and small ionic radius. Diffusion profiles of
Li and its isotopes have been applied to investigate late-stage, short-lived magmatic processes,
including magma mixing, ascent, degassing, and cooling (e.g., Barrat et al., 2005; Beck et al., 2004;
Beck et al., 2006; Cabato et al., 2013; Charlier et al., 2012; Coogan et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2020;
Ellis et al., 2018; Jeffcoate et al., 2007; Lundstrom et al., 2005; Marschall. and Tang., 2020;
Neukampf et al., 2019; Parkinson et al., 2007; Richter et al., 2016; Richter et al., 2020; Vlastelic
et al., 2011). Most of these studies focused on Li zoning in minerals instead of melt inclusions or
embayments (unsealed inclusions).

2

This chapter was previously published as Luo, H., Karki, B.B., Ghosh, D.B., Bao, H., 2021.
Deep neural network potentials for diffusional Li isotope fractionation in silicate melts. Geochim
Cosmochim Ac 303, 38-50. Reprinted by permission of Elsevier Press.
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Isotopic mass dependence of Li diffusion can be empirically expressed as (Richter et al.,
1999):
𝐷7𝐿𝑖
𝐷6𝐿𝑖

6 𝛽

= (7) ,

(3.1)

where D is the diffusivity or diffusion coefficient of a Li isotope and 𝛽 is a dimensionless
parameter. A 𝛽 value different from zero allows one to identify whether isotope profiles of zoned
minerals (or melt inclusions and embayments) are caused partially or entirely by diffusion. In
diffusion-controlled geochemical processes, the actual value of 𝛽 combined with pre-diffusion
isotope composition can reveal how much diffusive exchange has taken place or the amount of an
element that has been lost by diffusion. Modeling of the measured isotope profiles can be further
used to constrain the thermal history and can serve as geospeedometers for these processes. This
tool becomes especially important when pre-diffusion element distribution is not known.
It has been shown that the values of 𝛽 for Li in silicate melts are only ~50 % ⎯ 80 % of
those in minerals (Holycross et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2017; Richter et al., 2014; Richter et al.,
2003). Therefore, the respective application of 𝛽 for Li in silicate melts and minerals to different
geochemical processes needs to be clarified. Li is an incompatible and fluid-mobile element
(Brenan et al., 1998a; Brenan et al., 1998b). Typical geochemical processes in which the
information on Li diffusion could be recorded are heterogeneous reactions, such as diffusive
exchange between two minerals, magma mixing, diffusive exchange between mineral and melt,
crystal growth, and bubble growth. 𝛽 for Li in minerals and silicate melts naturally matters in
diffusive Li exchange between two minerals and magma mixing, respectively. During diffusive
exchange between mineral and melt, diffusion in mineral, which is usually several orders of
magnitude slower than in melt, is the rate-limiting step. Thus, only 𝛽 in mineral may influence the
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isotope composition of mineral and melt that are diffusing into each other. For a crystal or a bubble
growing from a melt, whether diffusional Li isotope fractionation in the melt can be recorded or
not and what the fractionation magnitude would be depend on the interplay between crystal/bubble
growth rate, diffusive boundary layer thickness, crystal-melt and bubble-melt partition coefficients,
the diffusivity of Li, and 𝛽 (Watson, 2017; Watson and Müller, 2009). It is likely that, compared
to crystal growth rate, Li diffuses so fast in the melt that Li concentration in the melt is always
homogenized, leading to no information on Li diffusion recorded in the crystal. In comparison,
bubble growth in rapidly ascending magma could be magnitudes faster and result in measurable
diffusional Li isotope fractionation in the melt. Li isotope fractionation in real-world magmatic
systems can be much more complicated. For example, crystals and bubbles usually grow
simultaneously in decompressing magmas. As a result, diffusional Li isotope fractionation due to
rapid bubble growth can be recorded in the crystal as well because of equilibrium isotope
fractionation between crystal and melt, even though we assume crystal growth is not diffusioncontrolled. In this study, we focus on diffusional Li isotope fractionation in silicate melts and
mainly discuss the application of 𝛽 in silicate melts to bubble growth and melt embayment in
ascending magma in Section 4.3.
Despite a growing number of studies applying Li isotopes to investigate short-lived
magmatic processes, there have been only two experimental calibrations of 𝛽 for Li in silicate
melts (Holycross et al., 2018; Richter et al., 2003). Richter et al. (2003) obtained a β value of 0.215
in a dry basalt-rhyolite diffusion couple experiments at 1623 K. The type of diffusion experiments
performed by Richter et al. (2003) is chemical diffusion, starting with basalt and rhyolite melts
that bear distinctly different major elemental compositions. An important assumption made to fit
the observed Li isotopes diffusion profile in the chemical diffusion experiment is that the relative
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difference in the diffusivities of Li isotopes does not change across the diffusion couple, although
the diffusivity of Li shows a strong compositional dependence. Compositional dependence of 𝛽
for Mg and Ca isotopes from diffusion couple experiments have been reported by Watkins et al.
(2011) in albite-anorthite and albite-diopside melts. It is logical to speculate that 𝛽 for Li isotopes
might also be composition dependent. Holycross et al. (2018) reported a β value of 0.228 for
diffusive fractionation of Li isotopes in rhyolite melts containing ~6 wt. % H2O at 1063-1148 K
and concluded that there is weak or no temperature and compositional dependences of 𝛽 for Li
isotopes in silicate melts after considering the similar 𝛽 values between theirs and Richter et al.’s
(2003). Note that both temperature and composition are different in the two sets of experiments.
If the effects of temperature and composition on 𝛽 are opposite, then that can lead to an apparent
insensitivity even if their individual dependence is non-negligible. This possible scenario has not
been explored in the previous experimental study (Holycross et al., 2018).
Temperature dependence of 𝛽 has been recently predicted by first-principles molecular
dynamics simulations of Mg isotopes in MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts (Luo et al., 2020). This
relationship has not been resolved in experiments probably due to the narrow temperature range
(~1623-1773 K) typically explored. Besides, the diffusion experiments done by Holycross et al.
(2018) used juxtaposed hydrous rhyolite glasses in which Li content is the only difference between
the two glasses. By contrast, Li diffusion in basalt-rhyolite diffusion couple experiments conducted
by Richter et al. (2003) is multicomponent diffusion. The direct comparison between the two 𝛽
values would make sense only if we assume that 𝛽 is composition independent. In brief, the 𝛽
values of Li in silicate melts over relevant temperature-composition space are important to hightemperature geological problems but remain poorly constrained.
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First-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations have provided valuable insights
into the diffusive behavior of elements in silicate melts (e.g., Ghosh and Karki, 2011, 2017; Karki,
2010). Self-diffusion coefficients of elements can be derived from molecular dynamics trajectories
using Eq. (2.2). Note that here we consider self-diffusion to be the diffusion under no chemical
potential gradient (not even with chemical potential gradients in isotopes), which is different from
the usual definition of self-diffusion in experiments in which self-diffusivities of elements are
obtained by measuring differences in isotope fractions (Zhang, 2010). However, for a trace
element like Li, the two definitions of self-diffusivities may be considered to be approximately the
same. Isotope fractionation by diffusion in silicate melts can be simulated using FPMD as
demonstrated by two recent computational studies of diffusive separation of Mg isotopes in
MgSiO3 and Mg2SiO4 melts (Liu et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2020). These studies represent significant
progress in constraining temperature, pressure, and compositional dependence of 𝛽, as well as
gaining insights into the underlying atomistic mechanisms. The approach used to simulate and
resolve the relatively small differences in the diffusivities of isotopes is called pseudo-isotope
method, which has been widely used in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of isotopes in melts
and aqueous solutions (Bourg et al., 2010; Bourg and Sposito, 2007, 2008; Goel et al., 2012;
Tsuchiyama et al., 1994; Zeebe, 2011). It should be stressed that Luo et al. (2020) have
demonstrated, for major elements in silicate melts, partial substitution of normal-mass isotopes
with pseudo-mass ones is necessary to account for the coupled diffusion of isotopes themselves.
Coupled diffusion of isotopes may not be a concern for trace elements (e.g., Li) because their
isotopes are far away from each other spatially in melts or solutions so that the coupled effects on
𝛽 may be negligible.
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However, due to the high computational cost of FPMD simulations, its typical application
to investigate diffusion in silicate melts is restricted to major elements and temperature of >2200
K at the time scale of ~100 picoseconds. It is practically impossible to obtain an accurate
estimation of diffusivities of trace elements (e.g., Li) in silicate melts at relatively lower
temperatures due to poor sampling. The advances of machine learning methods have been shown
to be useful in modeling interatomic potentials in the past few years (e.g., Bartok et al., 2010;
Behler and Parrinello, 2007; Chmiela et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). In
particular, deep potential molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et
al., 2018), based on the potential energy and interatomic forces generated by a deep neural network
trained with ab initio data, have been demonstrated to enable us to conduct molecular simulations
orders of magnitude faster than FPMD without sacrificing ab initio accuracy (e.g., Andrade et al.,
2020; Bonati and Parrinello, 2018; Ko et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2020; Zhang et
al., 2018). Thus, DPMD may be a powerful tool to study the diffusion of trace elements and their
isotopes in silicate melts and to extend the temperature range explored by typical FPMD
simulations.
In this study, we performed DPMD simulations to investigate the temperature and
compositional dependence of 𝛽 for Li isotopes in three silicate melts, albite, hydrous albite, and
model basalt, at temperature range 4000 to 1800 K. Albite and model basalt melts can be regarded
as close analogs of natural rhyolite (silicic) and basalt melts, respectively. We anticipate that our
results and analysis will help better constrain the 𝛽 values and gain microscopic insights into the
diffusive behavior of Li isotopes in silicate melts.
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3.2. Deep-potential Molecular Dynamics Method
The initial step of performing deep potential molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations is
to obtain input data (training and validation) from first-principles molecular dynamics simulations.
FPMD simulations of Li-bearing albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts were conducted
within the local density approximation (Ceperley and Alder, 1980) and projector augmented wave
method (Blochl, 1994; Kresse and Joubert, 1999) using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package
(Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996). We used a plane-wave cutoff energy of 400 eV and Gamma-point
Brillouin-zone sampling. A canonical ensemble (NVT) with periodic boundary conditions was
adopted. The initial supercells of albite and hydrous albite melts contained 8 NaAlSi3O8 (104 atoms
total), and 8 NaAlSi3O8 and 6 H2O for ~5 wt% water (122 atoms total), respectively. One Na ion
was substituted for one Li ion, which corresponds to 0.33 wt% and 0.32 wt% lithium in albite and
hydrous albite melts, respectively. The initial supercell of model basalt is the eutectic composition
of 36 wt% anorthite and 64 wt% diopside, with the stoichiometry Ca9Mg6Al6Si18O60 (99 atoms
total). One Ca and one Mg ion were substituted for one Al and one Li ion, which maintains the
charge balance and corresponds to 0.33 wt% lithium. The FPMD simulations of the three silicate
melts were performed at 4000, 3000, 2300, and 1800 K at near-zero pressure for ~100 picoseconds
(ps). A time step of 1 femtosecond (fs) was used for albite and model basalt melts and of 0.5
femtoseconds for hydrous albite melts. Further details of these simulations can be found in Karki
et al. (2018) and Luo et al. (2020).
The smoothed version of deep potential (DP) implemented in DeePMD-kit (1.2.0), a deep
learning package for training interatomic potential energy and force field (Wang et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018), was applied to train the potential energy surfaces of the three silicate melts at
four different temperatures, respectively, i.e., in total twelve models were trained. 80% of the
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corresponding snapshots from the FPMD trajectories were used for training and 20% to
validate/test the predictions. Each frame was labeled with energy and forces. We used three hidden
layers with 240 nodes per layer. The start learning rate, decay steps, and decay rate were set to
0.001, 2000, and 0.95. Each model was trained for 400,000 steps. The root-mean-square errors
(RMSEs) of the energies and forces of our deep potential models are reported in Table B.1. Once
a converged deep potential model was obtained, we carried out molecular dynamics (MD) using
the LAMMPS package (Plimpton, 1995) interfaced with the DeePMD-kit. We adopted a pseudoisotope approach to simulate the diffusive behavior of Li isotopes with masses M* = 2, 7, 21, 42
g/mol. That is, normal Li (M* = 7) was substituted by Li pseudo-isotopes (e.g., M* = 2) in
independent simulations. The time step was set to be the same as that of FPMD simulations. Each
simulation ran up to 2 nanoseconds (ns). Configuration was saved every 0.01 ps. By adopting the
same pseudo-isotope approach, we extended the FPMD simulations of albite and model basalt
melts at 4000 and 3000 K to 200 ps to estimate and compare the diffusivities of Li isotopes.
Finite-size effects on diffusion coefficients of Li were shown to be insignificant by
simulating 16 NaAlSi3O8 (208 atoms total) with one Na ion substituted for one Li ion, at 4000 K
(Figure B.1.). We performed one set of simulations of Li-bearing albite melts within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) at 4000 K to explore the influence of the choice of
exchange-correlation functional on 𝛽 for Li. It is shown that the 𝛽 value calculated within GGA is
slightly smaller (insignificant within uncertainty) than that calculated within the local density
approximation (LDA), although the diffusion coefficients of Li pseudo-isotopes are noticeably
different (Figure B.1.). Note that other systematic effects (e.g., finite size) on diffusion coefficients
can largely be canceled out as well when calculating 𝛽 by dividing two diffusion coefficients of
isotopes using Eq. (3.1).
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The self-diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝛼 of species 𝛼 in melts (which represents a Li pseudoisotope in our case) was calculated using the Einstein relation (Einstein, 1956):

𝐷𝛼 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝑡→∞

⟨|𝑟⃗(𝑡+𝑡0 )−𝑟⃗(𝑡0 )|2 ⟩𝛼
6𝑡

,

(3.2)

where 𝑟⃗(𝑡) represents the particle trajectories and ⟨… ⟩𝛼 denotes average mean square
displacement (MSD) over time and over all atoms of the species 𝛼 from different time origins 𝑡0 .
The infinite time limit in Eq. (3.2) was approximated by averaging 𝐷𝛼 for the first picosecond after
a clear diffusive regime is attained. Longer time intervals (~5-20 ps) were adopted when the
starting time of the diffusive regime cannot be clearly identified. Each simulation was divided into
4 blocks after removing the last half of data due to poor statistics and the standard error (SE) of
block-averaged self-diffusion coefficients was calculated. Confidence intervals on 𝐷𝛼 are reported
as ±2SE. The value of 𝛽 and its error in Eq. (3.1) for Li isotopes can be then derived from the
linear fitting in the plot of 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷 versus 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑀.
3.3. Diffusional Li Isotope Fractionation
3.3.1. Mean square displacement (MSD) of Li
Diffusive behaviors of atomic species are characterized by mean square displacement
(MSD) curves. An example of MSD curves of Li in the albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt
melts at 4000, 3000, 2300, and 1800 K around zero pressure are shown in Figure 3.1. Simulations
with sufficient run duration ensure that the diffusing Li reaches the diffusive regime (MSD ~ t)
where diffusion coefficients can be evaluated using Eq. (3.2).
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Figure 3.1. Mean square displacement (MSD) of 7Li as a function of time at different temperatures
in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts.
3.3.2. Validation of DPMD
As shown in Figure 3.2, the total radial distribution functions calculated from 2 ns DPMD
simulations agree very well with that obtained from 100 ps FPMD simulations for all the three
silicate melts, albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt, at temperature from 4000 to 1800 K.
Calculated Li-O radial distribution functions from DPMD simulations are also in good agreement
with that from FPMD simulations (Figure B.2.). Calculated diffusion coefficients of Li isotopes
(2Li, 7Li, 21Li, 42Li) from 2 ns DPMD simulations of the three silicate melts at 4000 and 3000 K
compare well, within their uncertainties, with that estimated from 200 ps FPMD simulations of
albite and model basalt melts and 100 ps FPMD simulations of hydrous albite melts (Figure 3.3.).
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Figure 3.2. (a-c) Comparison of total radial distribution functions (RDFs) of albite, hydrous albite,
and model basalt melts at different temperatures calculated from DPMD and FPMD simulations.

Figure 3.3. Comparison of diffusion coefficients of Li isotopes (2Li, 7Li, 21Li, 42Li) in albite,
hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at 4000 and 3000 K calculated from DPMD and FPMD
simulations.
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3.3.3. Temperature and compositional dependence of Li pseudo-isotope diffusivities
We present the calculated diffusivities of Li pseudo-isotopes from 2 ns DPMD simulations
of albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at 4000, 3000, 2300, and 1800 K at near-zero
pressure in Table 3.1. Diffusion coefficients of Li pseudo-isotopes correlate negatively with mass
and positively with temperature in all the three silicate melts (Figure 3.4.). Li diffuses much faster
in albite melt than in model basalt melt. Water in hydrous albite melt tends to enhance the mobility
of all atoms, but its effects are more evident for slow-diffusing Si, O, and Al than fast-diffusing Li
and Na. The temperature dependence of diffusivities can be described by the Arrhenius relation:
−𝐸

𝐷𝛼 = 𝐷0𝛼 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [ 𝑅𝑇𝛼 ],

(3.3)

where 𝛼 represents Li isotope, R is the universal gas constant, 𝐸𝛼 is called the activation energy,
and the pre-exponential factor (𝐷0𝛼 ) is the value of 𝐷𝛼 as temperature (T) approaches ∞. As shown
in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.5, both 𝐷0𝛼 and 𝐸𝛼 for the diffusion of Li pseudo-isotopes show a
decreasing trend with increasing mass. Based on the fitted linear relation of 𝐸𝛼 versus logM in
Figure 3.5, 𝐸𝛼 for normal mass 7Li in albite melt is 66.8 ± 0.3 kJ/mol, much lower than the value
of 86.0 ± 1.8 kJ/mol in model basalt melt. The presence of ~5 wt% water in hydrous albite melt
reduces 𝐸𝛼 to 57.0 ± 3.5 kJ/mol. The fitted 𝐷0𝛼 and 𝐸𝛼 for the diffusion of other atomic species
are reported in Table 3.1. 𝐸𝛼 for Na is comparable to that for Li. 𝐸𝛼 for Si, O, and Al in model
basalt melts are much lower than that in albite melts. The addition of ~5 wt% water in hydrous
albite melt decreases the 𝐸𝛼 for Si, O, and Al by ~28-35%.
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Table 3.1. Diffusivities of Li isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ) and other atoms in albite, hydrous albite,
and model basalt melts at different temperatures at near-zero pressure (±1 GPa). At 1800 K, the
diffusivities of Na, O, Al, and Si in albite melts are not reported because our simulations did not
achieve a good convergence of their diffusivities within 2 ns.
albite

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
2

𝑫𝜶
(10-9m2/s)
88.3 ± 19.6

DNa
(10-9m2/s)

DO
(10-9m2/s)

DAl
(10-9m2/s)

DSi
(10-9m2/s)

40.3 ± 0.4

9.21 ± 0.18

8.77 ± 0.01

6.73 ± 0.17

4000

7

62.2 ± 16.6

38.7 ± 1.9

9.22 ± 0.38

8.77 ± 0.22

6.72 ± 0.20

4000

21

47.6 ± 3.4

38.3 ± 2.7

9.25 ± 0.22

8.64 ± 0.49

6.68 ± 0.29

4000

42

38.8 ± 10.0

37.8 ± 6.8

9.29 ± 0.04

9.05 ± 0.16

6.69 ± 0.17

3000

2

43.1 ± 9.5

19.1 ± 0.8

1.06 ± 0.01

1.24 ± 0.02

0.67 ± 0.02

3000

7

31.7 ± 5.7

19.5 ± 0.8

1.03 ± 0.02

1.32 ± 0.05

0.65 ± 0.01

3000

21

23.9 ± 1.9

18.9 ± 0.7

1.09 ± 0.03

1.21 ± 0.02

0.66 ± 0.02

3000

42

19.9 ± 5.8

19.1 ± 1.2

1.08 ± 0.01

1.25 ± 0.10

0.69 ± 0.02

2300

2

21.0 ± 1.7

9.33 ± 0.91

0.079 ± 0.003

0.087 ± 0.003

0.048 ± 0.002

2300

7

15.9 ± 0.7

8.92 ± 0.43

0.073 ± 0.007

0.089 ± 0.008

0.035 ± 0.003

2300

21

12.5 ± 3.9

9.78 ± 0.78

0.10 ± 0.01

0.12 ± 0.01

0.055 ± 0.002

2300

42

9.72 ± 0.65

9.27 ± 0.72

0.062 ± 0.002

0.052 ± 0.006

0.034 ± 0.001

1800

2

6.97 ± 0.66

1800

7

5.22 ± 0.97

1800

21

4.05 ± 0.09

1800

42

3.53 ± 0.06

T
(K)
4000

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
2

𝑫𝜶
(10-9m2/s)
100 ± 9.8

DNa
(10-9m2/s)
43.0 ± 2.5

DH
(10-9m2/s)
60.3 ± 1.0

DO
(10-9m2/s)
13.0 ± 0.2

4000

7

70.3 ± 13.0

41.3 ± 1.7

61.5 ± 2.3

4000

21

56.4 ± 9.1

41.0 ± 1.9

60.4 ± 2.9

4000

42

45.8 ± 7.8

40.8 ± 1.2

3000

2

52.3 ± 4.6

3000

7

37.4 ± 8.1

3000

21

3000

42

2300

T
(K)
4000

hydrous
albite

DAl
(10-9m2/s)
11.7 ± 0.5

DSi
(10-9m2/s)
9.04 ± 0.55

12.9 ± 0.2

11.4 ±0.3

8.95 ± 0.30

12.7 ± 0.1

11.3 ± 1.1

8.94 ± 0.34

59.9 ± 1.5

12.7 ± 0.1

11.4 ± 1.4

8.76 ± 0.11

22.1 ± 1.9

19.3 ± 0.5

2.47 ± 0.02

2.54 ± 0.06

1.48 ± 0.03

21.6 ± 1.1

19.3 ± 0.3

2.41 ± 0.03

2.56 ± 0.25

1.42 ± 0.02

29.6 ± 6.3

22.7 ± 2.5

18.7 ± 0.2

2.42 ± 0.06

2.43 ± 0.08

1.42 ± 0.09

25.2 ± 4.4

20.9 ± 1.0

19.5 ± 0.7

2.52 ± 0.04

2.80 ± 0.12

1.55 ± 0.01

2

26.3 ± 2.3

11.6 ± 1.32

5.65 ± 0.08

0.46 ± 0.02

0.45 ± 0.02

0.23 ± 0.01

2300

7

20.4 ± 1.9

10.9 ± 0.57

5.85 ± 0.33

0.42 ± 0.01

0.46 ± 0.01

0.17 ± 0.01

2300

21

15.2 ± 1.8

11.6 ± 0.56

6.16 ± 0.40

0.47 ± 0.02

0.45 ± 0.01

0.22 ± 0.01

2300

42

12.8 ± 3.5

11.3 ± 0.68

5.89 ± 0.41

0.42 ± 0.02

0.44 ± 0.03

0.20 ± 0.00

1800

2

11.5 ± 0.4

5.11 ± 0.27

1.64 ± 0.03

0.080 ± 0.005

0.047 ± 0.002

0.029 ± 0.001

1800

7

9.69 ± 1.09

4.99 ± 0.35

1.31 ± 0.02

0.054 ± 0.003

0.049 ± 0.002

0.026 ± 0.000

1800

21

7.25 ± 3.01

4.87 ± 0.28

1.35 ± 0.05

0.066 ± 0.001

0.049 ± 0.003

0.027 ± 0.002

1800

42

5.73 ± 0.27

4.44 ± 0.05

1.52 ± 0.05

0.097 ± 0.002

0.039 ± 0.001

0.025 ± 0.001

(table cont’d)
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model
basalt

T
(K)
4000

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
2

𝑫𝜶
(10-9m2/s)
63.3 ± 11.5

DMg
(10-9m2/s)
18.4 ± 0.9

DCa
(10-9m2/s)
16.7 ± 1.6

DO
(10-9m2/s)
12.3 ± 0.1

DAl
(10-9m2/s)
11.1 ± 1.1

DSi
(10-9m2/s)
8.72 ± 0.41

4000

7

48.8 ± 7.8

17.6 ± 0.6

16.5 ± 0.1

12.1 ± 0.0

10.7 ± 1.0

8.70 ± 0.28

4000

21

37.7 ± 6.9

18.3 ± 1.3

16.7 ± 0.3

12.1 ± 0.0

11.0 ± 0.4

8.51 ± 0.14

4000

42

33.2 ± 6.0

18.8 ± 0.6

16.7 ± 0.6

12.1 ± 0.2

10.5 ± 1.2

8.60 ± 0.47

3000

2

28.1 ± 4.7

7.26 ± 0.53

6.42 ± 0.54

3.20 ± 0.07

3.16 ± 0.15

2.17 ± 0.04

3000

7

23.1 ± 3.4

6.82 ± 0.35

6.37 ± 0.10

3.13 ± 0.07

3.17 ± 0.12

2.09 ± 0.11

3000

21

19.2 ± 3.3

6.73 ± 0.98

6.34 ± 0.47

3.17 ± 0.06

3.19 ± 0.06

2.11 ± 0.07

3000

42

16.4 ± 1.2

6.88 ± 0.06

6.15 ± 0.15

3.10 ± 0.03

3.08 ± 0.09

2.10 ± 0.06

2300

2

10.1 ± 0.46

2.03 ± 0.23

1.82 ± 0.05

0.77 ± 0.02

0.72 ± 0.02

0.47 ± 0.01

2300

7

8.34 ± 0.91

2.08 ± 0.11

1.82 ± 0.04

0.75 ± 0.02

0.72 ± 0.02

0.47 ± 0.05

2300

21

6.91 ± 0.96

2.10 ± 0.33

1.88 ± 0.01

0.77 ± 0.02

0.83 ± 0.02

0.52 ± 0.02

2300

42

6.38 ± 1.29

2.04 ± 0.07

1.90 ± 0.02

0.75 ± 0.02

0.71 ± 0.06

0.51 ± 0.01

1800

2

2.45 ± 0.38

0.33 ± 0.01

0.29 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.00

0.12 ± 0.01

0.069 ± 0.001

1800

7

1.99 ± 0.16

0.39 ± 0.00

0.33 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.00

0.15 ± 0.01

0.076 ± 0.003

1800

21

1.84 ± 0.19

0.38 ± 0.02

0.38 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.00

0.16 ± 0.01

0.080 ± 0.006

1800

42

1.60 ± 0.04

0.34 ± 0.02

0.33 ± 0.01

0.11 ± 0.01

0.13 ± 0.02

0.070 ± 0.002

Figure 3.4. (a-c) Diffusion coefficients of Li isotopes (2Li, 7Li, 21Li, 42Li) as a function of
temperature in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at near-zero pressure.
(figure cont’d)
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Table 3.2. Arrhenius fit parameters for the temperature variations of the diffusivities of different
Li isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ) in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at near-zero pressure.

albite

hydrous albite

model basalt

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
2

𝐷0𝛼
(10-9m2/s)
689 ± 82

𝐸𝛼
(kJ/mol)
68.2 ± 2.4

7

469 ± 68

66.6 ± 2.9

21

350 ± 58

65.9 ± 3.4

42

272 ± 21

64.7 ± 1.6

2

565 ± 33

58.5 ± 1.2

7

335 ± 31

53.3 ± 1.9

21

286 ± 28

55.5 ± 2.0

42

246 ± 8

56.4 ± 0.7

2

949 ± 131

88.4 ± 2.8

7

723 ± 137

87.2 ± 3.9

21

492 ± 88

82.8 ± 3.6

42

428 ± 86

82.5 ± 4.1
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Table 3.3. Arrhenius fit parameters for the temperature variations of the diffusivities of atomic
species (except Li) in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at near-zero pressure. The
average values are reported because the influence of the mass of Li pseudo-isotopes on the
diffusivities of other atomic species is not resolved (Table 3.1.).
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐
𝑁𝑎

𝐷0𝛼
(10-9m2/s)
259 ± 34

𝐸𝛼
(kJ/mol)
63.9 ± 3.2

𝑆𝑖

6190 ± 380

227 ± 1

𝑂

5740 ± 150

214 ± 1

𝐴𝑙

4850 ± 1420

208 ± 7

𝑁𝑎

231 ± 14

57.9 ± 4.2

𝐻

1170 ± 160

101 ± 4

𝑆𝑖

893 ± 270

157 ± 2

species

albite

hydrous albite

model basalt

𝑂

742 ± 230

140 ± 2

Al

1050 ± 110

150 ± 1

𝑀𝑔

482 ± 100

107 ± 4

𝐶𝑎

432 ± 78

106 ± 4

𝑆𝑖

395 ± 46

129 ± 2

𝑂

482 ± 50

124 ± 2

Al

370 ± 23

118 ± 1

Figure 3.5. (a and b) Pre-exponential factor (𝐷0𝛼 ) and activation energies (𝐸𝛼 ) of Li isotopes (2Li,
7
Li, 21Li, 42Li) as a function of isotopic mass in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at
near-zero pressure.
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3.3.4. Temperature and compositional dependence of 𝜷
The linear correlation of the diffusivities of Li isotopes (2Li, 7Li,

21

Li,

42

Li) with their

isotopic masses in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at different temperatures (Figure
3.6.) allows to reliably compute 𝛽 values for this trace element in silicate melts. The calculated 𝛽
in albite melts decreases from 0.267 at 4000 K to 0.225 at 1800 K. Over the same temperature
range, 𝛽 decreases from 0.250 to 0.228 in hydrous albite melt and it takes considerably smaller
values from 0.215 to 0.132 in model basalt melt. Assuming a linear correlation of 𝛽 with 1/T
(Figure 3.7.), we can obtain the following relationships in the temperature range 4000 to 1800 K
at near-zero pressure (±1 GPa).
albite:
𝛽 = (0.300 ± 0.003) − (0.013 ± 0.001) × 104 ⁄𝑇.

(3.4)

hydrous albite:
𝛽 = (0.259 ± 0.012) − (0.005 ± 0.003) × 104 ⁄𝑇.

(3.5)

model basalt:
𝛽 = (0.288 ± 0.016) − (0.031 ± 0.004) × 104 ⁄𝑇.
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(3.6)

Figure 3.6. (a-c) Log-log plot of diffusivities of Li isotopes (2Li, 7Li, 21Li, 42Li) in albite, hydrous
albite, and model basalt melts at different temperatures at near-zero pressure as a function of
isotopic mass.
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Figure 3.7. Correlation of 𝛽 for Li with temperature in different melts. The 𝛽 values in albite,
hydrous albite, and model basalt melts are obtained from our DPMD simulations. The
experimental 𝛽 values reported in basalt-rhyolite diffusion couple and hydrous rhyolite are from
Richter et al. (2003) and Holycross et al. (2018), respectively.
3.4. Mechanism and Magma Degassing Model
3.4.1. Comparison with experimental results
Our calculated diffusivities for 7Li in albite and model basalt melts at 1800 K are
5.22 × 10−9 and 1.99 × 10−9 m2/s (Table 3.1.), respectively, which agree well with extrapolated
experimental results, 6.11 × 10−9 m2/s in albite melt and 2.1 × 10−9 m2/s in basalt melt (Zhang
et al., 2010). The experimental activation energies for 7Li in albite and basalt melts are 83.1 and
99.1 kJ/mol (Zhang et al., 2010), respectively, which are higher than our calculated values, 66.8
and 86.0 kJ/mol. The difference could be due to different temperature ranges explored. Note that
the experiments are usually conducted in narrow ranges of relatively low temperatures, while our
computations cover high-temperature regimes, 1800⎯4000 K.
As shown in Figure 3.7, previous experiments reported a 𝛽 of 0.215 in basalt-rhyolite melts
at 1623 K (Richter et al., 2003) and a 𝛽 of 0.228 in hydrous rhyolitic melt at 1063-1148 K
(Holycross et al., 2018). Assuming the validity of Eq. (3.4)-(3.6) at lower temperatures,
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extrapolated 𝛽 values are 0.220 ± 0.003 in albite melt at 1623 K and 0.215 ± 0.014 in hydrous
albite melt at 1148 K, which are in good agreement with the experimental data. However, our
predicted 𝛽 in model basalt melt is 0.097 ± 0.009 at 1623 K, implying that the fitted 𝛽 value from
the diffusion profile of basalt-rhyolite couple may be dominated by the 𝛽 in rhyolitic melt, which
makes sense because Li concentration in the basalt end was ~15 times that in the rhyolite end
(Richter et al., 2003), and thus the effect of 𝛽 on isotope fractionation in the high-Li basalt end is
much attenuated compared to that in the low-Li rhyolite end. To verify this explanation, we suggest
running a new rhyolite-basalt diffusion couple experiment in which Li is enriched in the rhyolite
end rather than in the basalt end. We would expect a smaller fitted 𝛽 value from the diffusion
profile because the effect of 𝛽 in basalt melt on the isotope fractionation is now enhanced instead
of being attenuated. Our calculations show that 𝛽 for Li in silicate melts is temperature and
composition dependent, and the extent of temperature dependence of 𝛽 hinges upon melt
composition (Figure 3.7.). That is, 𝛽 has a stronger temperature dependence in basaltic melt than
that in rhyolitic melt, and the presence of water tends to weaken the temperature dependence of 𝛽.
If we assume a linear correlation of 𝛽 with 1/T as described in Eq. (3.4)-(3.6), a drop of
temperature by 300 K would result in the decrease of 𝛽 by 37% from 0.106 to 0.067 in model
basalt melt (1700 K ⎯ 1400 K) and by 4% from 0.223 to 0.214 in hydrous albite melt (1400 K ⎯
1100 K), respectively. Thus, the temperature dependence of 𝛽 for Li in rhyolite melt may not be
geologically significant, but the temperature dependence of 𝛽 in model basalt melt could have
geological significance and might have a chance of being tested by a set of self-diffusion or tracer
diffusion experiments of Li isotopes in a basaltic or CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 (CMAS) melt, which
could also help verify the compositional dependence.
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3.4.2. Mechanism of 𝜷
The mass dependence of diffusion coefficients (Eq. (3.1)) is an empirical law proposed by
Richter et al. (1999). Its applicability has been demonstrated by experiments and molecular
dynamics simulations ( see a review by Watkins et al., 2017), but there is still no diffusion model
or theory which postulates the mechanism of determining the magnitude of 𝛽 in silicate melts.
Here several factors, including bond-breaking rate, coupling with melt matrix, and ionic porosity,
are examined to explore the mechanism of the temperature and compositional dependence of 𝛽
for Li.
Previous work on diffusional isotope fractionation of ions and noble gases in aqueous
solutions correlated 𝛽 with the residence time of water molecules in the first solvation shells
(Bourg et al., 2010; Bourg and Sposito, 2007, 2008). For Li diffusion in silicate melts, a similar
concept is Li-O bond-breaking rate (the inverse of average lifetime of a Li-O bond), which is a
measure of the relative mobility of Li to O. As shown in Figure 3.8, the 𝛽 for Li indeed decreases
with the Li-O bond-breaking rate as the temperature decreases for a particular melt. Among the
three simulated melts, the model basalt melts have the slowest bond-breaking rate and also the
smallest β value at a given temperature. However, this positive correlation of 𝛽 with the bondbreaking rate fails to manifest across different temperatures among all three different melts. For
example, although the Li-O bond-breaking rate at 3000 K in model basalt melts is larger than that
at 2300 K in albite melts, the corresponding 𝛽 in model basalt melts is much lower than in albite
melts. One possible explanation is that the Li-O bond-breaking rate does not necessarily lead to
the hop of Li because the hop of coordinated oxygen causes the breaking of the Li-O bond as well,
which should result in no diffusive Li isotope fractionation. As shown in Table 3.1, O diffuses
much faster in model basalt melts than in albite melts. Therefore, the difference in the Li-O bond-
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breaking rate caused only by the hop of Li in the three silicate melts could be larger than that
shown in Figure 3.8, leading to the mismatch between the Li-O bond-breaking rate and the 𝛽 value.
Another likely explanation is that diffusive Li isotope fractionation resulted from one hop of Li is
composition dependent. That is, one hop of Li in model basalt melts produces smaller Li isotope
fractionation than that in the other two melts.

Figure 3.8. Correlation of 𝛽 with 7Li-O bond breaking rates (the inverse of average lifetimes of
7
Li-O bonds) in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at different temperatures.
Watkins et al. (2011) suggested that there is an empirically positive correlation between
solvent-normalized diffusivity (Di/DSi) and 𝛽 in silicate melts. Based on FPMD simulations of Mg
isotopes, Luo et al. (2020) showed that this positive correlation is applicable only at constant
temperatures. Here we examine if that is the case for the 𝛽 for Li as well. As shown in Figure 3.9a,
𝛽 for Li shows a positive correlation with DLi/DSi among the three melts at a particular temperature,
but a negative correlation with temperature within a particular melt. There must be other factors
impacting the diffusive Li isotope fractionation. DLi/DSi in model basalt melt is much smaller than
that in albite and hydrous albite melts, which is a combined result of the smallest DLi and the largest
DSi among the three melts, a trend becoming more evident with decreasing temperature. Model
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basalt melts are less polymerized than the other two melts, leading to the enhancement of the
diffusivity of Si. By contrast, the diffusivity of Li does not obey the generally negative correlation
between diffusivity and the degree of polymerization.
The difference between the diffusive behaviors of Si and Li is consistent with two
classifications of diffusive behaviors of cations, extrinsic and intrinsic diffusivity (Dingwell, 1990).
Dingwell. (1990) suggested that ionic porosity, a measure of “free” volume in a structure, may
explain the intrinsically diffusive behavior of Li. The ionic porosity of rhyolitic melt is higher than
basaltic melt, making Li diffuse faster in the former. Ionic porosity is defined as 𝐼𝑃 = 1 −
𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ⁄𝑉0 , where 𝑉𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 is the volume occupied by all ions and 𝑉0 is the volume of the whole
structure. To explore the correlation between ionic porosity and diffusive Li isotope fractionation,
we calculated the ionic porosities of the three melts. The ionic radii of individual anions and cations
chosen from Shannon and Prewitt (1969) are the same as those used in previous studies (Carroll
and Stolper, 1993; Nuccio and Paonita, 2000), and the volumes of the melt structures are shown
in Table B.2. We found that the 𝛽 for Li correlates positively with ionic porosity for any given
type of melt constrained here, but 𝛽 with a higher ionic porosity in model basalts at 4000 K is
smaller than that with a lower ionic porosity in albite and hydrous albite melts below 3000 K,
which defies the positive correlation (Figure 3.9b). The most likely explanation is that the coupled
effect between Li diffusion and the mobility of the silicate melt network is stronger in model basalt
melt (Figure 3.9a). Therefore, it appears that both the ionic porosity and the coupled relationship
between Li diffusion and the mobility of silicate melt network exert an influence on the magnitude
of 𝛽, which also explains why 𝛽 with a larger DLi/DSi in model basalt melts at 2300 K is smaller
than that with a smaller DLi/DSi in albite and hydrous albite melts at 4000 K after considering the
smaller ionic porosity in model basalt melts. For now, it is hard to resolve the relative contribution
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of the two effects to the 𝛽 value. In principle, the two effects on 𝛽 are consistent with the variation
of diffusive behavior of Li as the intrinsic diffusivity curve approaches the extrinsic regime as
temperature increases (Dingwell, 2006), and intrinsic diffusivity and extrinsic diffusivity are
characterized by ionic porosity and the relationship between cationic diffusion and matrix mobility,
respectively.

Figure 3.9. (a and b) Relationships of 𝛽 with DLi/DSi and ionic porosity in albite, hydrous albite,
and model basalt melts at different temperatures. DSi in albite melts at 1800 K is obtained from our
calculated Arrhenius relation. Experimental data are from Richter et al. (2003) and Holycross et
al. (2018).
3.4.3. Geological implications
Diffusional Li isotope fractionation has been widely used to explain observed Li isotope
variations in natural high-temperature materials (Penniston-Dorland et al., 2017; Tomascak et al.,
2016). Li isotope fractionation by diffusion in silicate melts matters in the geological processes
including magma degassing (Beck et al., 2004; Cabato et al., 2013; Ellis et al., 2018; Neukampf et
al., 2019; Vlastelic et al., 2011) and mineral-melt interactions (Jeffcoate et al., 2007; Lundstrom
et al., 2005; Parkinson et al., 2007). In a rapidly ascending magma, diffusion-controlled degassing
may lead to a measurable Li isotope signature in exsolved gases, melts, and growing crystals.
These signatures may be preserved in fluid/melt inclusions, glasses, and crystals after the eruption
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of magma. Watson. (2017) proposed a numerical model to quantify possible Li isotope
fractionation by diffusion during bubble growth. It is found that even though steady-state isotope
fractionation can be achieved quickly in convective bubble growth, which is more realistic
compared to static bubble growth, the magnitude of steady-state isotope fractionation still depends
on several factors, such as bubble growth rate, diffusive boundary layer thickness, melt-bubble
partition coefficient, the diffusivity of Li, and 𝛽. Furthermore, these factors may keep changing
with ongoing decompression. Readers are referred to Watson. (2017) for more details. Here we
only used a simplified relationship (Eq. (12) in Watson, 2017) to obtain a qualitative picture of
how the temperature and composition dependence of 𝛽 might influence the isotope signature of
bubble. In Watson. (2017), the predicted maximum steady-state Li isotope fractionation in the
exsolved vapor during convective bubble growth is:
𝛿𝑠𝑠 = 𝐵 ∙ (𝐷7𝐿𝑖 /𝐷6𝐿𝑖 − 1),

(3.7)

where 𝐵 = −630.5 + 1512 ∙ 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑑 − 490 ∙ (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑑 )2 + 53.5 ∙ (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑑 )3 when 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑑 ranges
from 1 to 3. We can substitute Eq. (3.1), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) into Eq. (3.7) to explore the effects
of temperature and composition on the magnitude of steady-state bubble-melt Li isotope
fractionation by diffusion during convective bubble growth (Figure 3.10.). As shown, 𝛿 7 Li of
bubble decreases with increasing temperature as a result of the increasing 𝛽, and the extent of the
temperature dependence of 𝛿 7 Li hinges upon melt composition.
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Figure 3.10. Maximum steady-state 𝛿 7 Li of bubble during convective bubble growth as a function
of temperature in albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts. 𝐾𝑑 is assumed to be 100.
Melt embayments are tube-like unsealed inclusions. Zoning of volatile elements (H2O, CO2,
S) in melt embayments can be used to constrain magma-ascent rates because the chemical gradient
generated by vapor exsolution makes volatiles migrate from the interior of melt embayments to
outside melt (Costa et al., 2020; Ferguson et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2018). Li diffuses faster than
H2O and CO2, so it has the potential to record even shorter and faster magma ascending. Because
diffusion in melt embayments is mainly along one direction from the interior embayment terminus
(x = 0) to the embayment mouth (x = L), the evolution of Li concentration profile in melt
embayments can be described by:
∂𝐶
∂𝑡

𝜕2 𝐶

= 𝐷 𝜕2 𝑥 ,

(3.8)

where the initial concentration distribution is C = C0 for all values of x and one boundary
concentration distribution is ∂𝐶(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡 > 0)⁄∂𝑥 = 0. The concentration at the embayment
mouth, 𝐶(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡 > 0), is hard to quantify because of the motion of crystals during magma
ascending. Here we assume it is equal to the average concentration of the outside melt and the
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outside melt loses Li at a constant rate. To simulate isotope profiles in the embayment, we also
need to specify Li isotope fractionation between the outside melt and vapor, which depends on the
competition between equilibrium degassing and diffusion-controlled degassing. It is known that
7

Li is enriched in aqueous fluids over silicate rocks at equilibrium (Millot et al., 2010; Wunder et

al., 2007), but 6Li diffuses faster than 7Li, leading to a preferential enrichment of 6Li in vapor
during diffusion-controlled degassing. No systematic studies on Li isotope fractionation during
magma degassing have been done. Here we assume there is no Li isotope fractionation between
the outside melt and vapor. Although our model is much simplified compared to what could happen
during magma ascending and the specific values of isotope fractionation could be different from
what we showed in Figure 3.11, the useful information learned is that Li isotope composition along
the melt embayment has the potential to record magma ascent rate and to estimate the loss of Li.

Figure 3.11. (a and b) Normalized Li concentration profiles and 𝛿 7 Li profiles of melt embayment
at different time points. The length (L) of the melt embayment is set to be 500 μm. The distance
of 500 μm end is the embayment mouth where Li diffuses into outside melt. The concentration at
the embayment mouth is given by 𝐶(𝑥 = 𝐿, 𝑡 > 0) = 𝐶0 − 0.001 ∙ 𝐶0 𝑡. Calculated 𝐷7𝐿𝑖 in albite
and hydrous albite melts at 1100 K from the Arrhenius relationship are 325 and 985 μm2/s,
respectively. Calculated 𝐷7𝐿𝑖 /𝐷6𝐿𝑖 in albite and hydrous albite melt at 1100 K based on Eq. (3.4)
and (3.5) is 0.972 and 0.968, respectively.
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There are other scenarios where Li isotope composition of materials might be influenced
by diffusive separations of Li isotopes in silicate melts. For example, during mineral-melt
interactions, diffusive fractionation during rapid crystal growth under certain conditions might lead
to an isotopic signature in crystals (Watson and Müller, 2009), which can be altered by diffusive
mineral-melt re-equilibration during slow cooling and by diffusive ingression of a grain boundary
melt with distinct Li isotope composition during metamorphic processes (Jeffcoate et al., 2007).
Even if crystal growth is not diffusion-controlled and these later reequilibration and metamorphic
processes are mainly controlled by diffusion in minerals, 𝛽 for Li in silicate melts may still
influence the isotope composition of minerals by equilibrium isotope fractionation between
mineral and melt as long as the melt has gone through diffusion-controlled processes such as
diffusive degassing. In sum, as our simulated results suggest, we should check the extent of
temperature and compositional dependence of diffusive Li isotope fractionation when we interpret
Li isotope composition of natural, high-temperature materials and extract information altered or
recorded by diffusive separation of Li isotopes.
It is worth stressing that the DPMD method we used in this study and its related methods
(e.g., DPGEN) have achieved some remarkable success in physics, chemistry, and material science
areas in the past two years (e.g., Andrade et al., 2020; Bonati and Parrinello, 2018; Ko et al., 2019;
Xu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2019), but they have barely been used in Earth science. Our study
demonstrates that these new methods based on deep neural networks have the potential to
revolutionize diffusion simulation of elements and isotopes in Earth materials.
3.5. Summary
We performed a series of DPMD simulations to explore the temperature and compositional
dependence of 𝛽 for Li in silicate melts. Our results show that DPMD simulations combined with
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pseudo-isotope method are reliable to obtain diffusive isotope fractionation for trace elements (e.g.,
Li) in silicate melts. Calculated 𝛽 for Li is temperature and composition dependent, and the extent
of temperature dependence of 𝛽 hinges upon melt composition. That is, 𝛽 has a stronger
temperature dependence in basaltic melt than that in rhyolitic melt, and the presence of water tends
to weaken the temperature dependence of 𝛽., The combined effect of ionic porosity and the
coupled relationship between Li diffusion and the mobility of the silicate melt network may
explain the temperature and compositional dependence of 𝛽. We suggest a new basalt-rhyolite
diffusion couple with Li enriched in the rhyolite end to check the compositional dependence of 𝛽
and a set of self-diffusion or tracer diffusion experiments of Li isotopes in a basaltic or CaO-MgOAl2O3-SiO2 (CMAS) melt to investigate the temperature dependence of 𝛽 and further confirm the
compositional dependence.
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Chapter 4. Diffusional He Isotope Fractionation in Silicate Melts
4.1. Background
Noble gases are known to be chemically inert, which means that their compositions were
not altered by chemical or biological processes over the Earth’s history. Only physical processes
such as diffusion, adsorption, or ion implantation may cause significant elemental and isotopic
fractionations (Moreira, 2013). The inert behavior combined with the existence of both radiogenic
and non-radiogenic isotopes for each noble gas provides powerful tools for constraining mantle
degassing history and identifying long-lived heterogeneities within the mantle (Behrens, 2010;
Moreira, 2013; Moreira and Kurz, 2013). However, measured noble gas isotope ratios in midocean ridge basalts (MORB) and oceanic island basalts (OIB) are often difficult to interpret due to
possible fractionations that happen in magma degassing (Moreira and Kurz, 2013).
Magma degassing occurs in a closed or open system. Isotope fractionation in a closed
system at magmatic temperatures easily reaches equilibrium and is usually small (Bigeleisen and
Mayer, 1947; Urey, 1947). In comparison, magma degassing in an open system may be diffusioncontrolled (Watson, 2017) and diffusion can fractionate isotopes considerably even at magmatic
temperatures (e.g., Richter et al., 1999; Watkins et al., 2017). Diffusional separation of isotopes
can be expressed as (Richter et al., 1999):
Di
Dj

m

β

= (mj)

(4.1)

i

where Di and Dj are diffusion coefficients of two isotopes whose masses are mi and mj and β is a
dimensionless empirical parameter that characterizes the magnitude of isotope fractionation. Thus,
the knowledge of β for noble gases in silicate melts is essential to interpreting noble gas isotope
ratios. However, no experiments have studied diffusional fractionation of noble gas isotopes in
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high-temperature silicate melts. Previous studies focused on the fractionation in glasses (Shelby,
1971; Trull and Kurz, 1999) which are easier to handle in experiments. Data obtained in glasses
may not be extrapolated to the cases in silicate melts because the dynamics of silicate networks in
high-temperature melts plays a key role in determining diffusional isotope fractionation (Behrens,
2010; Watkins et al., 2017). Besides, it is known that the diffusivities of noble gases show nonArrhenius behavior around the glass transition temperature (Behrens, 2010; Amalberti et al., 2016),
which may imply a change in diffusion path or mechanism and thus influence diffusional isotope
fractionation.
First-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations are reliable to calibrate β in
liquids (Luo et al., 2020), but the high computational cost makes them unsuitable to deal with trace
elements (e.g., noble gases and Li). A recently developed technique called deep potential
molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations (Wang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018), based on
potentials trained by deep neural networks using ab initio data and orders of magnitude faster than
FPMD with comparable ab initio accuracy, has been successfully applied to predict β for Li in
silicate melts (Luo et al., 2021). Here we perform DPMD simulations to study diffusional He
isotope fractionation in albite and model basalt melts at 3000, 2200, and 1700 K around zero
pressure. The major technical improvement in this study is that the deep potential generator (DPGEN) (Zhang et al., 2020) is used to achieve a concurrent-learning procedure and to obtain a
representative training data set in a rigorous way.
4.2. A Concurrent Learning Procedure
We constructed the deep-learning potential (DP) models for helium-bearing albite and
model basalt melt using the DP-GEN (Zhang et al., 2020) scheme for the configurational space
covering a temperature range 1400-4000 K and a volume range 1.0Va-1.1Va (Va = 1435 Å3) for
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helium-bearing albite melt and 0.89Vb-1.09Vb (Vb = 1389 Å3) for helium-bearing model basalt
melt. The DP-GEN scheme works iteratively, and each iteration includes three stages, exploration,
labeling, and training. To begin with, rough DP models are first trained by a simple data set. The
following are the details of our training setups.
Initial data set. We randomly picked 10 configurations (1 He + 8 NaAlSi3O8, 105atoms
for helium-bearing albite melt and 1 He + Ca9Mg6Al6Si18O60, 100atoms for helium-bearing model
basalt melt) at each volume (1.0Va, 1.02Va, 1.05Va and 1.1Va, where Va = 1435 Å3 for heliumbearing albite melt and 0.89Vb, 0.94Vb, 1.0Vb and 1.09Vb, where Vb = 1389 Å3 for helium-bearing
model basalt melt) from first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations as the initial
configurations. Then short-time (40 femtoseconds) and high-precision (see the labeling step)
FPMD simulations starting from each of the initial configurations were performed to generate the
initial data set, which were labeled with energy and force.
Exploration. DP-based molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations using the LAMMPS
package (Plimpton, 1995) interfaced with the DeepMD-kit (Wang et al., 2018) were performed to
explore the configurational space. In each iteration, canonical (NVT) simulations of 4 volumes as
used in creating the initial data set and 6 temperatures (1400, 1700, 2200, 3000, 3500, 4000 K)
were conducted. The time duration of these simulations increased from 1 to 10 picosecond (ps)
with increasing iterations (i.e., 1 ps in the first iteration, 3 ps in the second iteration, 6 ps in the
third iteration, 10 ps in the fourth and remaining iterations until convergence). The explored
configurations are categorized as failed, candidate, and accurate, according to the maximum
deviation of forces (𝛿𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), defined as 𝛿𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 √〈‖𝑓𝑖 − 〈𝑓𝑖 〉‖2 〉, where 𝑓𝑖 is the force acting
𝑖

on atom i, and 〈… 〉 represents the average of the DP model ensemble. The failed and accurate sets
include configurations with large force deviations (𝛿𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) and small force deviations
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(𝛿𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 ), respectively, where 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ and 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 are user-provided. The configurations with
maximum force deviations between 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ are classified as candidates. A good
convergence of the DP-GEN iterations is achieved when almost all the explored configurations are
categorized as accurate. The lower and higher force deviations (𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) were set to be 0.15
and 0.40 eV/Å for the first 8 iterations, 0.25 and 0.50 eV/Å for the second 6 iterations. In each
iteration, 300 configurations in the candidate set were randomly picked and sent to the labeling
stage.
Labeling. DFT calculations were conducted within local density approximation (Ceperley
and Alder, 1980) and projector augmented wave method (Blochl, 1994; Kresse and Joubert, 1999)
using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation package (Kresse and Furthmuller, 1996). We used a planewave cutoff energy of 700 eV and Gamma-point Brillouin-zone sampling. The convergence
criterion of the self-consistent field (SCF) was set to be 10-6 eV.
Training. The smoothed version of DP (Zhang et al., 2018b) implemented in DeepMD-kit
(1.2.0) (Wang et al., 2018) was applied to train the potential energy surface. The sizes of the
embedding and fitting networks were set to be (25, 50, 100) and (240, 240, 240). The radial cutoff
was chosen to be 6.0 Å in the DP-GEN iterations. The start learning rate, decay rate, and decay
steps were 0.001, 0.95, and 2000, respectively. In each iteration, four DP models were trained for
400, 000 steps with the same architecture and data set but different initial model parameters. After
the DP-GEN iterations were converged, we generated the final DP model with a radial cutoff set
to 7.0 Å and training steps set to 1,000,000 with the decay step set to 5000. A new exploration
stage begins by using the newly trained DP models based on the updated data set.
In total, we performed 14 DP-GEN iterations and about 2.88 million helium-bearing albite
melt configurations were explored, so as for helium-bearing model basalt melt. A small portion
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(~0.15%) of them was selected for labeling. The percentage of configurations categorized as
accurate in the exploration stage of the last iteration was around 99%. With two well-trained DP
models for the two melts, respectively, we first equilibrated the systems in the NPT ensemble at
different temperatures (3000, 2200, 1700 K) and zero pressure to extract the corresponding cell
volumes. Then we performed canonical (NVT) simulations for each He isotope. The volumes we
obtained are Va = 1570, 1535, and 1505 Å3 at 3000, 2200, and 1700 K, respectively; Vb = 1390,
1338, and 1300 Å3 at 3000, 2200, and 1700 K, respectively.
Albite and model basalt melts are close analogs of natural rhyolite and basalt melts,
respectively. One He atom is added to the albite melt containing 8 NaAlSi3O8 (104 atoms) and the
model basalt melt containing Ca9Mg6Al6Si18O60 (99 atoms), respectively. We conduct the
simulations at 3000 K for 1 nanosecond (ns) with a time step of 0.5 femtosecond (fs) and at 2200
and 1700 K for 4 ns with a time step of 1.0 fs. Each simulation is repeated five times with different
initial configurations. The accuracy of DPMD simulations is validated by comparing the predicted
energies (Figure C.1.), forces (Figure C.2.), and radial distribution functions (Figure C.3.) with
those calculated from FPMD simulations. To derive a reliable 𝛽 from the linear fitting of logD vs.
logM based on Equation 1, we use two pseudo-isotopes with masses M* = 1 and 2 g/mol, in
addition to the two natural He isotopes (3He and 4He). The self-diffusivities of the four He isotopes
are calculated using the Einstein relation (Einstein, 1956):
𝐷𝐻𝑒 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚

𝑡→∞

⟨|𝑟⃗(𝑡+𝑡0 )−𝑟⃗(𝑡0 )|2 ⟩𝐻𝑒

(4.2)

6𝑡

where 𝑟⃗(𝑡) represents the particle trajectories and ⟨… ⟩𝐻𝑒 denotes average mean square
displacement (MSD) over time from different time origins 𝑡0 . The average value over the five
independent simulations and the corresponding confidence interval (±2SE) on the diffusivities are
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reported. The finite-size effect on the diffusivities of He isotopes is insignificant within error after
considering the correction relation proposed by Yeh and Hummer (Yeh and Hummer, 2004).
4.3. Diffusional He Isotope Fractionation
In Figure 4.1, linear MSD-time curves indicate that the diffusion of He isotopes was
sampled well. All MSD curves for the four He isotopes at each condition are clearly separated. As
suggested in previous studies (e.g., Bourg and Sposito, 2007; Luo et al., 2020), only the first part
of MSD curves in the diffusive regime (9 ⎯ 10 ps, 20 ⎯ 40 ps, and 50 ⎯ 100 ps at 3000, 2200, and
1700 K, respectively) is used to approximate the infinite time limit in Equation 2. We find that He
diffuses much faster in albite than in model basalt melts, consistent with the trend found in glasses
(Behrens, 2010). Calculated diffusion coefficients of He isotopes display a negative correlation
with mass and a positive correlation with temperature in both albite and model basalt melts (Table
C.1. and Figure 4.2a.). The temperature dependence of diffusivities is fit to the Arrhenius relation:
−E

Dα = D0α exp [ RTα ]

(4.3)

where α represents a He isotope. The predicted pre-exponential factor (D0α ) and activation energy
(Eα ) appear to decrease with increasing isotopic mass of He (Figure C.4.). The predicted diffusivity
for 4He in model basalt melt at 1623 K is 4.81 × 10-9 m2/s, which agrees well with the experimental
value of 5 × 10-9 m2/s in a tholeiitic melt (Lux, 1987) and the computational result from classical
MD in a MORB melt (Guillot and Sator, 2012), although it is unclear why an experiment reported
a much lower value of 0.48 × 10-9 m2/s at 1823 K (Amalberti et al., 2018). Eα for 4He in albite
and model basalt melts are 27.9 ± 7.6 and 65.8 ± 2.4 kJ/mol, respectively. No experiments have
reported activation energy for He diffusion in silicate melts. The experimental activation energies
for He diffusion in albite and basalt glasses at much lower temperatures (398 ⎯ 673 K) are 31.7
(Shelby and Eagan, 1976) and 83 ± 4 kJ/mol (Kurz and Jenkins, 1981), respectively. The smaller
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activation energies predicted by FPMD simulations compared to experimental results have been
extensively reported (Karki et al., 2018). The very different temperature ranges explored in
simulations and experiments may account for the discrepancy. It is worth stressing that He
diffusion in albite melt shows a small non-Arrhenius behavior (Figure 4.2a.).

Figure 4.1. Mean square displacement (MSD) of He isotopes (1He, 2He, 3He, 4He) as a function
of time in albite and model basalt melts at 3000 (solid lines), 2200 (dash lines), and 1700 K (dot
lines) around zero pressure.

Figure 4.2. (a) Diffusion coefficients of He isotopes (1He, 2He, 3He, 4He) as a function of
temperature in albite and model basalt melts around zero pressure. The experimental data (Lux87)
for the diffusivity of He in a tholeiitic melt is from Lux (1987). (b) Log-log plot of the diffusivities
of He isotopes in albite (alb) and model basalt (bal) melts as a function of isotopic mass at different
temperatures around zero pressure.
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The linear correlation of logD with logM in Figure 4.2b is consistent with the empirical
Equation 1 proposed by Richter et al. (1999). The calculated β in albite melt decreases from 0.355
± 0.012 at 3000 K to 0.322 ± 0.019 at 1700 K. In comparison, β in model basalt melt takes a
smaller value from 0.322 ± 0.025 to 0.274 ± 0.027 over the same temperature range. The smaller
β value in model basalt than in albite melt is the same as that observed in the case of Li, which
makes sense as both He and Li diffuse faster in rhyolitic than in basaltic melt due to higher ionic
porosity of rhyolitic melt. The decreasing trend of β with temperature in silicate melts around zero
pressure has been reported in the simulations of diffusional Mg and Li isotope fractionation (Luo
et al., 2020; 2021). An assumed linear regression fit to β vs. T-1 yields relationships: β =
(0.397 ± 0.017) − (0.012 ± 0.004) × 104 ⁄T in albite melt and β = (0.389 ± 0.021) −
(0.019 ± 0.005) × 104 ⁄T in model basalt melt. The stronger temperature dependence of β for Li
in model basalt than in albite melt is also observed here for He. Based on the predicted β values, a
drop of temperature by 300 K (1700 ⎯ 1400 K in basaltic melt or 1400 ⎯ 1100 K in rhyolitic melt)
results in a negligible decrease (~0.7 %) of D3He/D4He value. Thus, we suggest that using the data
at 1700 K, D3He/D4He values of 1.082 ± 0.008 in model basalt melt and 1.097 ± 0.006 in albite
melt, is accurate enough when dealing with diffusional fractionation of He isotopes in natural
silicate melts at shallow depths of the present-day Earth.
It has been proposed that β positively correlates with solvent-normalized diffusivity
(Di/DSi), implying that cations that are easier to decouple from the silicate matrix exhibit a larger
diffusional isotope fractionation (Watkins et al., 2011; Watkins et al., 2017). Note that Luo et al.
(2020, 2021) stressed that this positive correlation only works at a constant or narrowly defined
temperature range as β in silicate melts is found to decrease with decreasing temperature while
Di/DSi increases. The correlation of β for He with DHe/DSi at 1700 K broadly follows the previous
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positive trend (Figure 4.3.). The value of DHe/DSi is ~5525 ± 2378 in albite melt, much larger than
the value of ~174 ± 37 in model basalt melt. However, it seems that the overall relationship
between β and Di/DSi becomes less defined even at a narrow temperature range when data for
different elements in different melt systems are considered (Figure 4.3.). This could be attributed
to different extents of compositional dependence of both β and Di/DSi. More data are needed to
further explore this issue.

Figure 4.3. Relationship of β with solvent-normalized diffusivity (Di/DSi). Experimental data is
from Richter et al. (2003, 2009), Watkins et al. (2009, 2011), and Holycross et al. (2018).
Computational results of Li at 1800 K are from Luo et al. (2021). All data shown here are at a
relatively narrow temperature range 1623 to 1800 K except one data from Holycross et al. (2018).
Helium is the fastest diffusing species in natural silicate melts (except H2 which is easily
oxidized) and there is a positive correlation between diffusivity and β at fixed temperatures. Thus,
it is fair to say that the overall range of β for different elements in natural silicate melts is ~ 0 ⎯
0.32. The largest β value is given by He isotope diffusion in rhyolitic melt, which is still much
lower than the value of 0.5 in the case of ideal gas. Given measured He isotope ratios of geological
samples (rocks, minerals, glasses, or melt inclusions) that went through diffusive degassing at the
magmatic stage, a smaller β value means that the samples must have lost more He than previously
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thought. Furthermore, our reported β values can be used to quantitively estimate the lost He
content and trace back He concentration and isotope composition of the mantle, providing a more
rigorous constraint on the mantle degassing history and possible long-lived heterogeneities within
the mantle.
4.4. Summary
Estimating Helium (He) concentration and isotope composition of the mantle requires
quantifying He loss during magma degassing. The knowledge of diffusional He isotope
fractionation in silicate melts is essential to constrain the He loss. Isotopic mass dependence of He
diffusion can be empirically expressed as D3He/D4He = (4/3)β, where 𝐷 is the diffusivity of a He
isotope. However, no studies have reported any 𝛽 values for He in silicate melts due to technical
challenges in both experiments and computations. Here, molecular dynamics simulations based on
deep neural network potentials trained by ab initio data show that 𝛽 for He in albite melt decreases
from 0.355 ± 0.012 at 3000 K to 0.322 ± 0.019 at 1700 K. 𝛽 in model basalt melt takes a smaller
value from 0.322 ± 0.025 to 0.274 ± 0.027 over the same temperature range. Based on our results,
we suggest using D3He/D4He values of 1.097 ± 0.006 and 1.082 ± 0.008 in natural rhyolite and
basalt melt, respectively, to interpret measured He concentration and isotope composition of
natural samples.
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Chapter 5. Viscosity and Electrical Conductivity of MgSiO3 Melt3
5.1. Background
Silicate melts have been playing a critical role in the physico-chemical differentiation and
evolution of Earth. During Earth’s accretion, energy from multiple impact events and decay of
radioactive isotopes likely led to a partially or completely molten early Earth (Canup, 2004). The
viscosity of silicate melts controlled the dynamics of the early magma oceans and subsequently
influenced petrologic and geodynamic processes, such as crystal settling and core-mantle
differentiation (Elkins-Tanton, 2012; Solomatova, 2007). The mobility of magma in the presentday Earth is also governed by melt viscosity, in addition to melt-solid density contrast (Schubert
et al., 2001). Many variables influence melt viscosity, including temperature, pressure, and
composition (Ni et al., 2015). Yet contrasting conclusions have been inferred from experiments on
the pressure dependence of viscosity, especially for depolymerized silicate melts (Cochain et al.,
2017; Liebske et al., 2005; Reid et al., 2003; Spice et al., 2015). Early studies on molten diopside
(CaMgSi2O6) and peridotite showed an initial increase in viscosity with pressure, followed by a
decrease above ~10 GPa (Liebske et al., 2005; Reid et al., 2003). Later studies on molten fayalite
(Fe2SiO4) and end-member pyroxenite melts (MgSiO3 and CaSiO3) reported a decrease in
viscosity with pressure up to ~8 GPa (Cochain et al., 2017; Spice et al., 2015). In addition, these
investigated viscosities of silicate melts by experiments have been limited to relatively low
pressure (<13 GPa) except one recent study that has extended the pressure up to 30 GPa (Xie et
al., 2020). The electrical conductivity of silicate melts is another fundamental property needed to
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interpret the variations of electrical conductivity and explore the composition and structure of
Earth’s interior. But, it remains unknown over almost the entire mantle pressure regime (up to
~136 GPa) (Ni et al., 2015).
First-principles computation is a powerful complementary approach, which has been
widely used in the study of silicate melts. However, computational studies of transport properties
of silicate melts have been typically limited to relatively high temperatures (≥3000 K) due to high
computational costs (e.g., Ghosh & Karki, 2017; Karki & Stixrude, 2010; Verma & Karki, 2012).
Moreover, these calculated results are considerably scattered in pressure-temperature space. A
recently developed deep-learning method has been demonstrated to be orders of magnitude faster
than the first-principles approach with comparable ab initio accuracy (e.g., Wang et al., 2018;
Zhang et al., 2018a). A well-trained deep-learning potential can greatly enhance sampling and
offer us a reliable and complete dataset to study the viscosity and electrical conductivity of silicate
melts under pressure and temperature conditions that are directly relevant to the mantle regime.
Here, we investigate the viscosity and electrical conductivity of MgSiO3 melt at Earth’s mantle
conditions using the deep-learning potential method.
5.2. A Concurrent Learning Procedure
We constructed the deep-learning potential (DP) model for MgSiO3 melt using the DPGEN (Zhang et al., 2020) scheme for the configurational space covering a temperature range 22005000 K and a volume range 0.5Vx-1.2Vx, where Vx = 38.9 cm3/mol is the experimental volume at
the ambient melting point of 1830 K (Lange & Carmichael, 1987). The DP-GEN scheme works
iteratively, and each iteration includes three stages: exploration, labeling, and training. To begin
with, rough DP models are first trained by a simple data set. Then, DP-GEN starts to explore the
configurational space by DP-based molecular dynamics simulations. The explored configurations
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are categorized as failed, candidate, and accurate, according to the maximum deviation of forces
(𝛿𝑓max), defined as 𝛿𝑓max = max √〈‖𝑓𝑖 − 〈𝑓𝑖 〉‖2 〉, where 𝑓𝑖 is the force acting on atom i, and 〈… 〉
𝑖

represents the average of the DP model ensemble. The failed and accurate sets include
configurations with large force deviations (𝛿𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) and small force deviations (𝛿𝑓max <
𝛿low ), respectively, where 𝛿high and 𝛿low are user-provided. The configurations with maximum
force deviations between 𝛿low and 𝛿high are classified as candidates, a subset of which is then
labeled with energy and force by high-precision DFT calculations and added to the existing data
set for the next training. A new exploration stage begins by using the newly trained DP models
based on the updated data set. A good convergence of the DP-GEN iterations is achieved when
almost all the explored configurations are categorized as accurate. The details of our training setups
are as follows.
Initial data set. We randomly picked 10 configurations (16MgSiO3, 80atoms) at each
volume (0.5Vx, 0.6Vx, 0.7Vx, 0.8Vx, 0.9Vx, 1.0Vx, 1.1Vx, and 1.2Vx) from our previous firstprinciples molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations (Karki and Stixrude, 2010) as the initial
configurations. Then short-time (20 femtoseconds) and high-precision (see the labeling step)
FPMD simulations starting from each of the initial configurations were performed to generate the
initial data set, which were labeled with energy and force. Virial was not used in our system
because DP trained by adding virial did not significantly improve the accuracy of predicted virial
but sacrifice the accuracy of predicted energy and force.
Exploration. DP-based molecular dynamics (DPMD) simulations using the LAMMPS
package (Plimpton, 1995) interfaced with the DeepMD-kit (Wang et al., 2018) were performed to
explore the configurational space. In each iteration, canonical (NVT) simulations of 8 volumes
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(0.5Vx, 0.6Vx, 0.7Vx, 0.8Vx, 0.9Vx, 1.0Vx, 1.1Vx, and 1.2Vx) and 7 temperatures (2200, 2500, 3000,
3500, 4000, 4500, 5000 K) were conducted. The time duration of these simulations increased from
1 to 10 picosecond (ps) with increasing iterations (i.e., 1 ps in the first iteration, 3 ps in the second
iteration, 6 ps in the third iteration, 10 ps in the fourth and remaining iterations until convergence).
The lower and higher force deviations (𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ ) were set to be 0.15 and 0.40 eV/Å for the
first 11 iterations, 0.25 and 0.50 eV/Å for the second 8 iterations, and 0.35 and 0.60 eV/Å for the
last 3 iterations. It has been suggested that the practical rule is to set 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 slightly larger than the
training error and set 𝛿ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 0.1-0.3 eV/Å higher than 𝛿𝑙𝑜𝑤 (Zhang et al., 2020). In each iteration,
300 configurations in the candidate set were randomly picked and sent to the labeling stage.
Labeling. DFT calculations were conducted within local density approximation (Ceperley
and Alder, 1980) and projector augmented wave method (Blochl, 1994; Kresse and Joubert, 1999)
using Vienna Ab-initio Simulation package (Kresse and Furthmuller, 1996). We used a planewave cutoff energy of 700 eV and Gamma-point Brillouin-zone sampling. The convergence
criterion of the self-consistent field (SCF) was set to be 10-6 eV.
Training. The smoothed version of DP (Zhang et al., 2018b) implemented in DeepMD-kit
(1.2.0) (Wang et al., 2018) was applied to train the potential energy surface. The sizes of the
embedding and fitting networks were set to be (25, 50, 100) and (240, 240, 240). The radial cutoff
was chosen to be 6.0 Å in the DP-GEN iterations. The start learning rate, decay rate, and decay
steps were 0.001, 0.95, and 2000, respectively. In each iteration, four DP models were trained for
400, 000 steps with the same architecture and data set but different initial model parameters. After
the DP-GEN iterations were converged, we generated the final DP model with a radial cutoff set
to 7.0 Å and training steps set to 1,000,000 with the decay step set to 5000 (Figure D.1.).
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In total, we performed 22 DP-GEN iterations and about 11.2 million MgSiO3
configurations were explored. A small portion (~0.06%) of them was selected for labeling. The
percentage of configurations categorized as accurate in the exploration stage of the last iteration
was above 99%. With the well-trained DP model for MgSiO3 melt, we performed canonical (NVT)
simulations for 4 nanoseconds (ns) with a time step of 1 fs at various temperatures and volumes
(pressures). The simulation box contained 80 atoms. Empirical correction for LDA over-binding
to the pressure was included because our trained DP model is based on the data set generated using
LDA. At 2200 and 2500 K, three independent simulations with different initial configurations were
conducted at each volume. The details of the volumes at each temperature we explored are
provided as follows.
2200 K: V/Vx = 1.05, 1.0, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.825, 0.8;
2500 K: V/Vx = 1.05, 1.0, 0.95, 0.9, 0.85, 0.80, 0.75;
3000 K: V/Vx = 1.05, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7;
3500 K: V/Vx = 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6;
4000 K: V/Vx = 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6;
5000 K: V/Vx = 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.55, 0.5.
The accuracy of the deep-learning potential was firstly confirmed by comparing the
predicted energy, forces, and pressures with those from the first-principles approach (Figure D.2.
and Figure D.3.). Mean-square displacements and radial distribution functions calculated by the
deep-learning potential were also shown to be comparable with the corresponding first-principles
results (Figure D.4.). These results also confirmed that the simulated systems are in the liquid state
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over the pressure-temperature range considered in this study. The viscosity was calculated by using
the Green-Kubo relation
𝜂=𝑘

𝑉
B𝑇

∞

∫0 〈𝜏𝛼𝛽 (𝑡 + 𝑡0 ) ∙ 𝜏𝛼𝛽 (𝑡0 )〉 𝑑𝑡,

(5.1)

where V is volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ταβ is the stress tensor, t
is time, and t0 is the time origin. The ionic electrical conductivity was calculated by using the
following equation (e.g., Ghosh & Karki, 2017; Müller-Plathe, 1994)
𝜎=𝑘

1
𝐵 𝑇𝑉

𝑙𝑖𝑚

1

𝑡→∞ 6𝑡

2

〈|∑𝑁
⃗⃗(𝑡
i + 𝑡0 ) − ⃗𝑟⃗(𝑡
i 0 ))| 〉,
𝑖=1 𝑧𝑖 (𝑟

(5.2)

where zi is the Bader charge, 𝑟⃗(𝑡) denotes the atomic trajectories and 〈… 〉 represents an average
at time t from different time origins 𝑡0 . This equation is based on modified Einstein relation after
adding the charge of species. The Green-Kubo relation for ionic conductivity is not used here
because it requires a high frequency of velocity information saving to guarantee the accuracy of
integration in practice. Theoretically, the two relations are equivalent. Equation (2) should be more
robust than the indirect approach of estimating electrical conductivity from the self-diffusivities of
𝑛𝑎 species via the Nernst-Einstein equation: 𝜎𝑁𝐸 = 𝑘

1
𝐵𝑇

𝑎
∑𝑛𝑖=1
𝜌𝑖 𝑧𝑖2 𝐷𝑖 , where 𝜌𝑖 is the number

density of species i with charge zi and diffusivity 𝐷𝑖 . The Nernst-Einstein equation fails to
consider the correlation of ionic motions, which could be important in silicate melts. We checked
the finite-size effect on the viscosity, electrical conductivity, and self-diffusivity using four
systems of different sizes up to 640 atoms (Figure D.5.). The viscosity and electrical conductivity
were found to be insensitive to the system size. The self-diffusivity was found to increase with
increasing system size as an approximately linear function of N-1/3 (where N is the number of
atoms), consistent with the correction relation proposed by Yeh and Hummer (2004) so we applied
the correction to the diffusivity accordingly.
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5.3. Viscosity and Electrical Conductivity
We find the viscosity increases with increasing pressure above ~6 GPa along all isotherms,
but the pressure dependence of the viscosity at lower pressures gradually changes from positive to
negative with decreasing temperature (Figure 5.1a.). For example, at relatively low temperatures
(<3000 K), the viscosity initially decreases with increasing pressure and then starts increasing after
a minimum value is reached. The pressure corresponding to the viscosity turnover is ~6 GPa at
2200 K, which is close to the pressure range found in polymerized silicate melts (e.g., Sakamaki
et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2011). Our results above 3000 K are broadly consistent with those from
first-principles simulations (Karki & Stixrude, 2010), and the variation of the viscosity with
temperature and pressure is more self-consistent (Figure 5.1a.) because of ~5 orders of magnitude
larger statistics. The predicted values and anomalous decrease of the viscosity around 2100-2200
K are consistent with the results of experimental studies at pressures below ~8 GPa (Cochain et
al., 2017; Xie et al., 2020). However, three of the viscosity data reported by the experiments (Xie
et al., 2020) at 2623 K and 15.3 GPa, 2836 K and 24.1 GPa, and 3250 K and 29.9 GPa are only
about half of our calculated values. It is not clear what causes the discrepancy.
We also find that the viscosity is tied to the slow-diffusing Si and O, whose diffusivities
show an almost exactly opposite relationship with temperature and pressure (Figure 5.2.)
compared to that of the viscosity (the viscosity-diffusivity relation in a quantitative sense is further
discussed in Figure D.6.). The viscosity and diffusivity turnover can be attributed to the tetrahedral
packing limit (Wang et al., 2014). At relatively low temperatures (<3000 K), the initial effect of
pressure on increasing bridging oxygen (BO, oxygen atoms that are shared by network formers
such as Si here) at the expense of non-bridging oxygen (NBO, oxygen atoms bonded to only one
network former) is attenuated (Figure 5.1b.) due to the decreasing voids and consequently the
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Figure 5.1. (a) Calculated viscosity (η) of MgSiO3 melt at different temperatures as a function of
pressure compared with previous first-principles results (Karki & Stixrude, 2010). Our results can
be represented by the modified VFT (Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann) equation (Harris et al., 2005)
within
two
temperature
ranges,
𝜂(𝑃, 𝑇) = exp[−8.53 + 0.325 𝑃 − 0.0247 𝑃2 +
(6851 − 651 𝑃 + 54.8 𝑃2 )⁄(𝑇 − 1000)] with 2200 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 3000 K; and 𝜂(𝑃, 𝑇) =
exp[−8.00 + 0.00377 𝑃 − 0.000315 𝑃2 + (5470 + 123 𝑃 + 0.963 𝑃2 )⁄(𝑇 − 1000)] , with
3500 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 5000 K. The experimental data (Cochain et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2020) are compared
with the predicted viscosity along 2100 K using the VFT model. (b) The proportion of nonbridging oxygen (NBO) and bridging oxygen (BO) in MgSiO3 melt at different temperatures as a
function of pressure up to 12 GPa. Note that free oxygen present in small amount is also counted
in NBO. BO includes oxygen connecting two or more silicon atoms.
reduced size of the diffusing units, which lead to a decrease in the viscosity and an increase in the
diffusivities of Si and O. The pentahedral coordination species acts as transition state for diffusion
because when NBO → BO and SiO4 → SiO5 reactions take place, one oxygen (NBO) enters
the coordination shell and some other oxygen (BO) may leave the coordination shell. Once the
packing limit is reached, further packing with increasing pressure results in a rapid increase in BO
at the expense of NBO (Figure 5.1b.) (and consistently enhanced abundances of high-coordination
species, including SiO5 and SiO6), which favors structural polymerization and lead to an increase
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in the viscosity and a decrease in the diffusivity. At high temperatures (>3500 K), further packing
rather than a weak structure rearrangement (changes in the medium range order, owing to high
flexibility and polyhedral distortion caused by increased kinetic energy) is favored even starting
from zero pressure, as evidenced by the rapid decrease of NBO (Figure 5.1b.). Thus, the viscosity
increases continuously with increasing pressure as normally expected.

Figure 5.2. Calculated diffusivities of Mg, Si, and O at different temperatures and pressures.
The electrical conductivity appears to first increase, then decrease with increasing pressure
at all temperatures (Figure 5.3a.), although the decreasing trend is not so clear at 2200 K.
Furthermore, the pressure corresponding to the electrical conductivity turnover decreases with
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decreasing temperature (Figure 5.3a.). Our results at 4000 and 5000 K are broadly consistent with
those from previous first-principles simulations (Ghosh & Karki, 2017). However, our predicted
electrical conductivities at 1873 K are higher than experimental results in dry basaltic melts. Also,
previous experiments found the electrical conductivity decreasing with pressure at below 3 GPa in
natural silicate melts (e.g., Laumonier et al., 2015; Ni et al., 2011; Tyburczy & Waff, 1983). These
differences can be attributed to the existence of Na in experiments, which is the dominant charge
carrier due to its fast diffusion (e.g., Gaillard, 2004; Ni et al., 2011).
Diffusion and correlated motion of ions play competitive roles in determining electrical
conductivity. Higher diffusion rates of ions generally mean higher electrical conductivity, but more
correlated motions of ions result in lower electrical conductivity because of possible charge
cancellation. We find that even though all the diffusivities of Mg, Si, and O decrease with
increasing pressure at relatively high temperatures (>3500 K) (Figure 5.2.), the electrical
conductivity still increases at first, suggesting that the correlation of ionic motions plays a crucial
role here. The correlation of ionic motions can be estimated by the ratio of calculated electrical
conductivity by the Nernst-Einstein equation to the direct results (σNE/σ). The smaller and the
closer to the unity the ratio is, the less correlated ionic motions are (that is, the more effective
cation-anion dissociation is). The initial increase in the electrical conductivity at relatively high
temperatures (>3500 K) makes sense because of the decreasing correlation of ionic motions
(Figure 5.3b.). As temperature decreases and pressure increases, cation-anion dissociation tends to
become more effective, so the ions diffuse more independent of each other. However, the initial
increase in the electrical conductivity at lower temperatures (<3000 K) is contrary to the effect of
increasing correlation of ionic motions (Figure 5.3.), implying that the increasing diffusivities of
Si and O (Figure 5.2.) overwhelms the effect of more correlated ionic motions at low pressures.
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Furthermore, we find that the correlation parameter (σNE/σ) is negatively associated with the
viscosity. The more viscous the melt is, the less correlated ionic motions are.

Figure 5.3. (a) Calculated electrical conductivity (σ) of MgSiO3 melt at different temperatures as
a function of pressure compared with previous first-principles simulations (Ghosh & Karki, 2017).
Our results can be represented by the modified VFT (Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann) equation (Harris
et al., 2005) within two temperature ranges: 𝜎(𝑃, 𝑇) = exp[7.44 + 0.0443 𝑃 + 0.000117 𝑃2 +
(−3353 − 3.92 𝑃 − 3.08 𝑃2 )⁄(𝑇 − 1000)] with 2200 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 3000 K; and 𝜎(𝑃, 𝑇) =
exp[8.23 − 0.0268 𝑃 + 0.000786 𝑃2 + (−5343 + 149 𝑃 − 3.72 𝑃2 )⁄(𝑇 − 1000)] ,
with
3500 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 5000 K. The experimental data (pluses) at 1823 and 1873 K for dry basaltic melts
(Presnall et al., 1972; Waff & Weill, 1975) are compared with the predicted result at 1873 K (star)
using the VFT equation. (b) The ratio of calculated electrical conductivity by Nernst-Einstein
equation (σNE) to our direct results at different temperatures as a function of pressure. The errors
are shown for the selected results for the sake of clarity.
Based on the new viscosity results at lower temperatures, we evaluate the viscosity profiles
of MgSiO3 melt along mantle liquidus and magma ocean isentropes (Mosenfelder et al., 2009;
Stixrude et al., 2009) (Figure 5.4a.). The one along mantle solidus would take the same shape as
that along mantle liquidus with a systematic shift upward (Karki & Stixrude, 2010). An initial
decrease in the viscosity profiles with pressure up to ~7 GPa implies that a shallower magma ocean
(or a magma pond) would cool faster than previously thought provided the same thermally
conductive lid, as the cooling rate of magma ocean is inversely correlated with its viscosity
(Monteux et al., 2016). It also implies that silicate melts in the present-day Earth’s asthenosphere
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would tend to accumulate in the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary as suggested by the
experiments on basaltic melt (Sakamaki et al., 2013). We also find a viscosity turnover along
mantle liquidus at ~23 GPa (Figure 5.4a.) corresponding to the 660 km discontinuity between the
transition zone and lower mantle. The melt zone model suggests that melt fraction at depth
negatively correlates with the ratio of melt-solid density contrast (Δρ) to the melt viscosity (η)
(Schubert et al., 2001). The abundance of volatile elements (e.g., H, C) can influence the melt
viscosity but usually results in a systematic shift upward (Karki & Stixrude, 2010). Thus, the
predicted viscosity maximum at ~23 GPa could lead to a melt accumulation near the top of the
lower mantle, which explains the observed abrupt seismic velocity decreases there. Note that the
viscosity turnover here is based on a mantle liquidus curve and extrapolated calculation of our
viscosity results. Studies on melts with more realistic compositions in a wider temperaturepressure range may help to check the turnover.
The electrical conductivity of MgSiO3 melt along mantle liquidus first increases up to ~420
S/m at ~50 GPa and then decreases to ~26 S/m at the core-mantle boundary (CMB, ~135 GPa)
(Figure 5.4b.). Minor melt distribution combined with the rapid rise in the electrical conductivity
of melt may contribute to the steep increase of the electrical conductivity profiles in the upper part
of the lower mantle derived from magnetic field measurements (Püthe et al., 2015). The
considerably large value of the melt electrical conductivity at the CMB (Figure 5.4b.) with further
possible enhancement by dissolved volatile elements suggests the potential use of magnetotelluric
observations in constraining the presence of melt in the Earth’s deep mantle (e.g., ultralow-velocity
zones). When melt and solid conductivities are known, the melt fraction can be estimated based
on Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (Hashin & Shtrikman, 1962) on the bulk conductivity of the mantle
(𝜎𝐻𝑆+ and 𝜎𝐻𝑆− ) expressed as
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𝜎𝐻𝑆± = [𝜎

𝜙

𝑚 +2𝜎𝑚/𝑠
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+ 𝜎 +2𝜎
𝑠

𝑚/𝑠

−1

]

− 2𝜎𝑚/𝑠

(5.3)

where 𝜙 is the melt fraction, 𝜎𝑚 and 𝜎𝑠 are the conductivity of melt and solid, 𝜎𝑚/𝑠 is the
conductivity of melt (in the case of 𝜎𝐻𝑆+ ) or solid (in the case of 𝜎𝐻𝑆− ). Our estimated melt fraction
is ~1.7-6.8 % given a solid electrical conductivity value of 2 S/m at the core-mantle boundary
(Figure 5.4b.). Here we have only considered ionic contributions to electrical conductivity
calculated from our deep potential molecular dynamics simulations, which accurately describe
ionic motions without dealing with electronic structure. It has been recently suggested that
electronic conductivities of silicate melts could exceed 10,000 S/m at the CMB and thus dominate
ionic conductivities (Soubiran & Militzer, 2018; Stixrude et al., 2020). Based on such high
electrical conductivity, the estimated melt fraction would be much smaller (~ 0.005-5.7 %).

Figure 5.4. (a) Predicted viscosity and (b) electrical conductivity profiles along magma ocean
isentropes (Mosenfelder et al., 2009; Stixrude et al., 2009) and mantle liquidus (Stixrude et al.,
2009) shown in the inset of (a) using the modified VFT equations. Predicted viscosity and electrical
conductivity values in the temperature range of 3000 to 3500 K are obtained by Akima spline
interpolation method. The inset in (b) shows an estimation of melt fraction based on the melt
electrical conductivity profile along the mantle liquidus given a constant value of solid electrical
conductivity (0, 1, and 2 S/m) using the Earth’s radial conductivity structure from Püthe et al.
(2015).
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5.4. Summary
Silicate melts have served as transport agents in the chemical and thermal evolution of
Earth. Molecular dynamics simulations based on a deep neural network potential trained by ab
initio data show that the viscosity of MgSiO3 melt decreases with increasing pressure at low
pressures (up to ~6 GPa) before it starts to increase with further compression. The melt electrical
conductivity also behaves anomalously; first increasing and then decreasing with pressure. The
melt accumulation implied by the viscosity turnover at ~23 GPa along mantle liquidus offers an
explanation for the low-velocity zone at the 660-km discontinuity. The increase in electrical
conductivity up to ~50 GPa may contribute to the steep rise of Earth’s electrical conductivity
profiles derived from magnetotelluric observations. Our results also suggest that small fraction of
melts could give rise to detectable bulk conductivity in deeper parts of the mantle.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Works
Based on our work on diffusional Mg, Li, and He isotope fractionation in silicate melts,
the 𝛽 factor representing the diffusional isotope effect decreases with decreasing temperature and
increasing pressure. The magnitude of 𝛽 also hinges on melt composition. By assuming 𝛽 linearly
correlates with 1/T and P, we have come up with several equations to describe the variation of 𝛽
with temperature, pressure, and melt composition. However, our discussion on the mechanism of
𝛽 is still qualitative rather than quantitative and there is no simple theoretical framework existing
for isotope diffusion in melts. The factors we discussed, such as bond-breaking rate and coupling
with melt matrix, are actually similar concepts to those used in the simplified theoretical
framework existing for isotope diffusion in solids. We have checked if there is a simple
quantitative correlation between these factors and 𝛽 in melts, but they all failed. The reason could
be that the correlation in melts is much more complicated than in solids and there is no such a
simplified framework. So far, we have only studied three isotope systems (Mg, Li, and He) in
silicate melts. We do think that, with more data available for different elements in the future, it
should be feasible to come up with a quantitative framework to predict diffusional isotope
fractionation in silicate melts, at least for systems at a fixed temperature and pressure.
The viscosity and electrical conductivity of MgSiO3 melt are found to change anomalously
with temperature and pressure. There is no doubt that a lot is yet to be done in order to fully
understand how the viscosity and electrical conductivity of natural silicate melts vary with
temperature and pressure. In the past, such work is forbidden due to the uncertainty with empirical
potential field and the high computational cost of first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD)
simulations. However, as shown, the recently developed deep-learning potential method may be a
powerful tool to investigate the dynamical properties of silicate melts, even for complex ones such
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as MORB and pyrolytic melts. The work on natural silicate melts would greatly complement
experiments.
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Appendix A. Mg Isotopes

Figure A.1. Diffusion coefficients of Mg isotopes (Mg1, Mg6, Mg24, Mg48, Mg120) calculated from
corresponding MSD curves in Mg2SiO4 melts with half of 24Mg substituted by pseudo-isotopes
(1Mg, 6Mg, 48Mg, 120Mg) at 3000, 2500, and 2200 K around zero pressure, as well as at 3000 K
under 8.1 and 17 GPa.
(figure cont’d)
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(figure cont’d)
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Figure A.2. Diffusion coefficients of Mg isotopes (Mg1, Mg6, Mg24, Mg48, Mg120) calculated from
corresponding MSD curves in MgSiO3 melts with half of 24Mg substituted by pseudo-isotopes
(1Mg, 6Mg, 48Mg, 120Mg) at 4000, 3000, 2500, and 2200 K around zero pressure.
(figure cont’d)
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Figure A.3. ln(𝐷24 ⁄𝐷𝛼 ) as a function of ln(𝑀𝛼 ⁄𝑀24 ) in Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3 melts with half of
24
Mg substituted by pseudo-isotopes (1Mg, 6Mg, 48Mg, 120Mg) at 4000 K and 0 GPa (±1 GPa)
using LDA and PBE. 𝑀𝛼 represents the pseudo-mass of Mg isotopes (1, 6, 24, 48 and 120 g/mol),
and 𝐷𝛼 is the corresponding diffusion coefficient. The 𝛽 values calculated from linear fitting in
Mg2SiO4 melts are 0.154 ± 0.004 for ‘16sub_LDA’ and 0.177 ± 0.008 for ‘16sub_PBE’. The 𝛽
values in MgSiO3 melts are 0.158 ± 0.009 for ‘8sub_LDA’, and 0.173 ± 0.010 for ‘8sub_PBE’.
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Table A.1. Diffusivities of Mg isotopes (with mass 𝑀𝛼 ), Si and O in Mg2SiO4 melts at 4000 K
around zero pressure (±1 GPa) under different substitutions of 24Mg. ‘6sub’ represents that 6 out
of 32 24Mg atoms were substituted. ‘24sub’ represents that 24 out of 32 24Mg atoms were
substituted.

Mg2SiO4
6sub

Mg2SiO4
24sub

T
(K)
4000
4000
4000
4000

Time
(ps)
100
100
100
100

𝑀𝛼
(g/mol)
1
6
48
120

𝐷𝛼
(10 m2/s)
37.4 ± 2.9
28.7 ± 1.3
20.6 ± 3.0
15.1 ± 0.7

D24Mg
(10-9m2/s)
23.5 ± 0.4
24.2 ± 2.2
21.9 ± 2.0
21.2 ± 0.8

DSi
(10-9m2/s)
10.7 ± 0.9
10.4 ± 1.6
9.60 ± 0.55
9.63 ± 0.57

DO
(10-9m2/s)
15.4 ± 0.9
15.0 ± 0.3
14.1 ± 0.3
13.4 ± 0.1

4000
4000
4000
4000

50
50
50
50

1
6
48
120

47.4 ± 1.9
30.4 ± 1.4
17.8 ± 1.0
15.9 ± 1.1

28.1 ± 1.8
23.6 ± 1.3
17.6 ± 1.2
21.0 ± 1.4

14.4 ± 0.7
11.1 ± 0.9
10.0 ± 2.1
9.06 ± 0.29

20.4 ± 1.2
15.4 ± 0.3
14.1 ± 0.6
13.4 ± 0.3

-9
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Appendix B. Li Isotopes
Table B.1. The root-mean-square errors of energies and forces of the deep potential models with
test data from FPMD simulations.

System

albite

hydrous albite

model basalt

𝑇
(K)
1800

Energy
(meV/atom)
1.38

Force
(meV/Å)
108

2300

1.65

121

3000

2.96

162

4000

5.05

223

1800

1.47

136

2300

1.97

157

3000

3.27

191

4000

4.43

232

1800

1.55

124

2300

2.32

135

3000

3.17

164

4000

3.13

201
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Table B.2. Volumes and ionic porosities of albite, hydrous albite, and model basalt melts at
different temperatures. The radii of Si, O, Al, Na, H, Mg, and Ca were chosen as 0.26, 1.38, 0.39,
1.18, 0.12, 0.72, and 1 Å, respectively.

System

albite

hydrous albite

model basalt

𝑇
(K)
1800

Volume
(Å3)
1463.29

2300

1491.16

0.493

3000

1519.04

0.502

4000

1588.72

0.524

1800

1559.45

0.473

2300

1580.35

0.479

3000

1609.62

0.489

4000

1673.73

0.509

1800

1264.22

0.442

2300

1292.00

0.454

3000

1347.57

0.477

4000

1430.93

0.507
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Ionic porosity
0.483

Figure B.1. Log-log plot of diffusivities of Li isotopes (2Li, 7Li, 21Li, 42Li) in albite melts at 4000
K at near-zero pressure as a function of isotope mass. 𝛽 values for Li using LDA and GGA are
0.267 ± 0.006 and 0.262 ± 0.001, respectively. Diffusion coefficients of Li from a double-size
supercell (16 NaAlSi3O8 , 208 atoms total) is close to that from the smaller supercell.
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Figure B.2. Comparison of Li-O radial distribution functions (RDFs) of albite, hydrous albite, and
model basalt at different temperatures calculated from DPMD and FPMD simulations. The minor
mismatch between RDFs of hydrous albite at 1800 K from DPMD and FPMD simulations is due
to poor sampling of FPMD simulations.
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Appendix C. He Isotopes
Table C.1. Diffusion coefficients of He isotopes in albite and model basalt melts at different
temperatures around zero pressure. Estimated diffusivities of 4He in albite and model basalt melts
at 3000 K from 100 ps FPMD simulations are (69.8 ± 12.3) × 10-9 and (41.6 ± 5.6) × 10-9 m2/s,
respectively.

albite

model basalt

T
(K)
3000
3000
3000
3000

MHe
(g/mol)
1
2
3
4

DHe
(10-9 m2/s)
124 ± 8
97.5 ± 3.2
84.6 ± 5.5
74.7 ± 7.2

2200
2200
2200
2200

1
2
3
4

64.9 ± 9.9
52.8 ± 1.9
46.4 ± 2.5
40.5 ± 2.6

1700
1700
1700
1700

1
2
3
4

49.9 ± 9.3
39.2 ± 6.3
35.5 ± 5.7
31.5 ± 5.9

3000
3000
3000
3000

1
2
3
4

67.5 ± 3.2
56.0 ± 1.6
47.6 ± 1.5
44.1 ± 1.7

2200
2200
2200
2200

1
2
3
4

27.6 ± 1.0
22.1 ± 1.7
20.2 ± 1.3
18.0 ± 0.6

1700
1700
1700
1700

1
2
3
4

8.72 ± 1.32
7.16 ± 0.69
6.65 ± 0.76
5.88 ± 0.63
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Figure C.1. Comparison of normalized energies calculated by deep potential (dp) and density
functional theory (DFT) using a test data set.
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Figure C.2. Comparison of forces calculated by deep potential (dp) and density functional theory
(DFT) using a test data set.
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Figure C.3. Comparison of total and partial (He-O & He-Si) radial distribution functions calculated
from DPMD and FPMD simulations. The FPMD data is more scattered due to limited sampling
(50-150 ps).
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Figure C.4. The predicted pre-exponential factor (𝐷0𝛼 ) and activation energy (𝐸𝛼 ) of He isotopes
as a function of isotopic mass in albite and model basalt melts.
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Appendix D. MgSiO3 melt

Figure D.1. The loss function, root-mean-square errors (RMSEs) of energy and force with training
batches in the last iteration.
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Figure D.2. An example of DP (deep potential) vs. DFT (density functional theory) energies and
forces in the testing data.
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Figure D.3. Examples of the extracted pressure-volume data from the deep potential (DP) and firstprinciples (FP) molecular dynamics simulations at different temperatures. The DP and FP results
agree within a couple of GPa with the DP results showing more systematic trend.
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Figure D.4. Examples of total radial distribution function (g(r)) and mean-square displacement
(MSD) extracted from deep potential (DP) and first-principles (FP) molecular simulations of
MgSiO3 melt. Note that the deep potential-based MSD-time curve shows a clear linear trend in the
log-log plot thus implying diffusive regime at all three conditions as shown.
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Figure D.5. Finite-size effects on viscosity (𝜂), electrical conductivity (𝜎), and diffusivity (Di)
checked by using four systems with different sizes (N = 80, 160, 320, and 640 atoms). Both
viscosity and conductivity are almost independent of the supercell size expressed as 1/N1/3, where
N is the number of atoms in the supercell. In the plots of diffusivities, black circles represent the
calculated DPMD data, which have been corrected (shown by red diamonds) using the relation
proposed by Yeh and Hummer (2004): 𝐷∞ = 𝐷(𝐿) + 𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝜉 ⁄6𝜋𝜂𝐿, where 𝐷∞ and 𝐷(𝐿) are the
diffusivities in an infinite system and a cubic box with length L, respectively, and 𝜉 = 2.84 is a
dimensionless constant.
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Figure D.6. Estimated characteristic length (𝜆𝑖 ) of Mg, Si, and O at different temperatures as a
function of pressure using the Stokes-Einstein relation: 𝜆𝑖 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇⁄𝜂𝐷𝑖 . Here, 𝜆𝑖 is the jump
distance of the diffusing ion (Eyring theory) or is constant (𝜆𝑖 = 4𝜋𝑎𝑖 or 6𝜋𝑎𝑖 depending on the
slip boundary condition) related to the radius (𝑎𝑖 ) of the diffusing ion. With knowledge of both
viscosity and diffusivity our evaluation of 𝜆𝑖 shows significant temperature and pressure
dependence for all (Mg, Si, and O) species. Using 𝜆𝑖 = 4𝜋𝑎𝑖 at 5000 K and over 0−134 GPa
pressure range, the estimated radius ranges for Mg, Si, and O are 0.75−1.19, 0.88−1.91, and
0.63−1.55 Å, respectively, compared to their actual value of 0.86, 2.1, and 1.4 Å. Around 0 GPa
and 2200 K, their estimated 𝑎𝑖 values of 0.21, 1.26, and 0.90 Å are significantly lower than their
actual values. In addition, around 0 GPa and over 2200−5000 K temperature range 𝜆O varies
between 11−20 Å, which are much larger than the usually adopted jump distance of 2.8 Å for
diffusing O ion in silicate melts. Thus, the validity of Stokes-Einstein relation remains debatable
at most pressure-temperature conditions.
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